




Get a head start
on the new
millennium.

The gear-making machines of the next
century will be built much faster and
more: economically, for quick delivery
and faster ROt Hobbers, shapers and
grinder, alike will share common
components and readily available spare
pans to greatly simplify maintenance
and reduce costly downtime.

Luckily you won't have to wait until then
to buy one.

Introducing the GP Series: a new line of
gear bobbers, shapers and grinders that
share a "common platform" and use
standard modules to greatly simplify the
traditional processes of machine design,
a sernbly, and maintenance. They're
de igned to take advantage of the latest
tool technologies available - wet or dry.
It's what the gear-making industries
around the world have been waiting for.

See the OP Series for the first time at
IMTS '98. And get a head start on the
21 st Century.
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Phone: 8151282-3(0) Fail:: 8151282-3075 Web site: W\\I'W'.pfauler.com E-Mail: saIes@pfauler.oom
The Gleason Works, ICOOUniven;ityAve., Roc~ler,NY 14607-1282 USA

P,Q. Box 2.2970,Rochester. NY 14692-2970 USA
Phone: 7161473-1(0) Fax: 71ftll4614348 Web site: W\\I'W'.g1easoncorp.oom
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Precis·on
olding

A mechanical EMUGEworkholding
solution will immediate'ly boost
your part qua'lit.yand productMty.
Cla.mpon a symmetiricallor ir!regu-
lar surface-pitch diameter clamp-
iinglis our absolute specialty.

But let's get precise

• Accurate to within 20 mUllionth
of en inch

~: I~~.~~~~.'~.~.~.~~~I~.r.i~!~" , " , ,
~ !~~~~~~.r~p~.~~~~.i.I~.~, , .
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• Mechanical reliability

I - , .

let's discuss an EMUC1Eprecision
workholding solution for you today!
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The most for your money.
nbaducing the PC-based Hille ZP Se

Gear Measuring Centers from berg.

IM'easuring technology fOrthe Imllennlum-
affOrdallc .today!

A IleveI,of accuraqt
3-ax.is measuring with a full 3-D probingl system-

4 millionths ,resolution.

The ZP range can handle 'g,earsand non-gear
parts-even camshafts and cranksha~

up to 40'" long and up to 40" diameter.
Easy 3-s1de loading and unloading.

Ask our oompetition to do that

Short: ring cycles.
Tlme-savingstandard measuring cycles
and instant evaluation help you breeze,

through inspections. Menu-dri;ven operation,
instant response.

And, of'course" the ZP SerIes
saves, floorspace.

1'11e ZPSeries. From the IH8fIer family
'of CNC gear Ilnspection system '.

The, pac*""te OUI' competition hoped
-d never ,offer.

Calli for a quote today from
Liebhen' Gear 'Tec~hnDlogr'Co.

1465 Woodland !Dlive
Saline" 1M1481176-1259
Tel. 734 429'7225,
Fax 794, 4,29 22.94

A Sigma Pool partner.
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Listen carefully these days and you'll hear a faint rumbling among the economic masses,

It's probsbly nothingto worry about. It'll ma t likely go away. 11.'sonly the nay ayers and

skeptics who predict that the end is near. They've been doing so for almost all eight years of

our current economic boom, and they've been wrong so far,

As a matter of fact, most of today's statistics and news clippings 011 the U,S. 'economy

eem to point toward more good times ahead. "We enjoy impressive growth, low inflation

and unemployment, and unprecedented wealth creation," says U.S. News and World Report.

"The U.S. continues to manufacture almost twice as much wealth as any other country," says

Industry Week. The good news crosses my desk every day.

But an. uncanny feeling persists that there's a monster hiding around the comer, that good

times can't last forever. It's just a feeling, but it hints that Alan. Greenspan's perpetual motion

machine is doomed to run out of momentum just like every contraption ever invented by a

backyard mechanic chasing a dream.

While factories are still cranking out goods, and consumers are still buying them, eco-

nomic headlines lately have been mislng some eyebrilws. Economic turmoil in the Far East.

Hmm. Atomic weapons being tested. Hmm. Russia raising interest rates to 150%. Hrom.
Stock market "corrections" of 100-200 points in a day. Hmm. Big companies announcing

layoff. Hmm.
Oilier man the factthar these are tough times for prognosticators, what does all of this

mean? I don't claim to have all the answers. Each busine owner mill Imake his own deci-

sions. But it would be prudent. at the very least, to have a. contingency plan in place.

Weighing yOW' options now may mean the difference between weathering the storm or

becoming tomorrow's driftwood.

Wel.lsuaUy look to lMTS for ideas about bow we can make our manufacturing operations

more efficient, more productive and more profitable. Certainly now-when business is still

good-is IIgood time [0 consider these things. This year, show organizers are promising even

more exhibits taking up even more floor space than ever before.

But this year, I'll be looking at more than the technology. I'll be looking at IMTS itselfas

a bellwether of industry confidence in the future of manufacturing demand. I'1] be looking at

attendance levels and reports of machine tool orders that corne out after the show.

These reports should give us an idea whether the monster is really around the comer or

whether he is merely the result of an overactive imagination.

~~
MIchael Goldst n,

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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.. IMTS SHOWCOVERAGE.- _

Sponsors Predict
Biggest IMTS Ever

I
,,19Z7 the fil'll precursor of
IMTS was held in ctneland.
a.dI ....... I..... robots lind
computer controls wa,. just

lCi811C8 fictiM. AlIMTS • they will
fill neertr ...., lat comer of the

recantly expanded McConnick Placa.
Spoason expect lIlTS • to breakrIC'" AI~.dy it's the biggest lIlTS

in .... 01 exhibit space 11.4 million
squa~ .... , ..... .xhibiton (more

th ... 1•• '. And if registration contin-
.... lit its CWT8IIIpace. w. could also
1M new ...... for ......... nce and
saln ....d. lit the show.

The foIlowiIIg ere i_SOllIe of the
complln_ tIIIIt might be af inl8rnt to
gNr .... nufac:blrers.

NORTH IBUIL.DlNG,
Cl I C2· Booths ~5500
B1& B 2· Sooths 6000-7499

EAST ,BUILDING,
E1 - Booths. 2O()G.~

D1 & D2. BooIns:nJ6.4799

SOUTH BUILDING
A.I· Booths 6000-8799

Emuge Corporation (Booth El.-
23-52) is a premier manufacturer of qual-
ity workholding and electronic control
systems for gear manufacture. Ernuge
win feature a precision clamping product
line that include arbors, chucks,
diaphragm chucks. . p.indles,. draw bars

and machine operation measuring sys-
tems configured to accomplish a broad
range of turning. grinding, hobbing.
milling, drilling. lapping. balancing,
inspection and assembly operations.
Emuge's mechanical. hydraulic and
mechanical/hydraulic systems achieve an

excellent ruaout accuracy-c-typicolty
.00008 to .OOO2-and are renowned for
reliability, functionality, clamping ele-
ment interchangeability and ease of
maintenance. Custom application ser-
vices are offered. Emuge's Web site at
www.emugecorp.com outlines detail .

Euro-Tech Corporation fBooth El·
2530) will show the Frenco line of gages

hydraulic expansion arbors and chucks

and the Euro- Tech Power Block lD tool-
holder. Frenco's product range includes
extremely long-wear go/nogo gages,

SEPTEM8ER'IOCTOIIER au n

GUIDE TO THE BOOTHS
A.G. Da\'islAA Gage (Booth E]-

2332) will have on display their line of
Hydra-grip hydraulic expansion arbors
and chucks for gear grinding, hobbing.
shaping. honing and other manufacturing

operations. They will also show their line
of face gear couplings.

Bourn & Kom Ma.dtine Tool Co.
,(Booth C2~S473), will exhibit the model
400H 5-axis gear bobber The unitat the

how will bean extended bed version
with an optional sliding operator guard.
The machine is capable of prooucing
AGMAquality 1.0on pans with diameter
up to 400 mm. The machine features a
hob slide that can accommodate up to 6"
X 7" hob and is C~C controlled to allow
programming cycles for crowning.
tapered root pline hobbing and the hift-
ing between different hobs or cutters on
one arbor. Bourn & Koch i ,8 manufac-
turer of OEM gear bobbers, gear shapers,
specialty gear machines, dial machining and workholding devices, My tee

centers, extrusion rnilhng machines, spe-
cialty machines, turning centers, machin-
ing centers, grinders, boring machines

and more.

http://www.emugecorp.com


bevel gear testing gages, completely auto-
matic spline and cluster shaft inspection
systems and a full range of clamping
arbors, chucks and nests for inspection
and machining applications. Mytec rup-
ture-proof arbors and chucks are ideally
suited to precision applications. Mytec
arbors and chucks provide normal
runouts under .00012" for grinding, hob-
bing, shaving, shaping and inspection of
gears. The Euro-Tech Power Block III

mounts directly to your bench or work
table to make tool changes easy and risk-
free. Vertical and horizontal axes allow
access to the bottom of the toolholder.
Either axis may be outfitted with like or
different receptacles to accommodate any
standard or custom toolholder tapers,
including HSK.

Gleason Pfauter Hurth (Booth Bl-
7150) will exhibit several new products
for gear manufacturing. The new Power

MM" Since 1961 Mitsui Machine Technology has represented a
•••• number of Japan's top manUfacturing companies in

Prod
'

markets throughout North America.ucts or We Import only the highest quality
products for distribution through a net-Manufacturing ~~~~~~I~~~lified machine

You get the latest In manufac-
turing technology from a local source with full factory support for all parts and services
from MMT.At MitsuiMachine Technology 're helping you grow - ProfItably.

IKEGAI
OverSOsla
machlnes,mHI-1u
machining cenIeIs,
grinding machines, II and milling
machines and IntemaV al
grinders-a machine tool fm virtually all
requhemenls.
• unlversol and chucker CNC turni g

inclUding mill-lum from 8" to 2'4" chuck
(up 10 120" center distance). Heavy duty CNC
machines, swing-over be a 98" and center
distance 10314". CNC vfl with 493/8"
lable and mill-turn capability.

• vertical and horizont6rmachining
centers and HBMs. Verticals
feature exclusive U-axis.
Horizontal has 10,000 RPM with
No. 50 rand 24" pallets. HBM
tobles am 37.3" x 41.3" to 98.4"
square and W-axis contr I of 4.3" to 5.1"
diameter spindles.

• CNC intemaVexternal grinders with X and Z axis full
scale closed loop control. Hairs arpening, (4) axis
CNC and CBN wheel capability

• High speed CNC gear hobbing from 9" to lSoT.
Copable of dry cUflln ith carbide hob.

OM
Vertical CNC tuming, boring

(lnd milling for small to large
part needs since 1920.

• Table-size from 16" to 26 feet.
• Automation with ATC and

table changers.
• Horsepower ranges

from 1510 160.

HOW
Com Igh production

CNC horizon 01 and vertical
machining cenfers.

• Milling fo high performance
drilling and lapping

capoblllly.
• Speed ranges from 8,000

1020,000 rpm.
• ATCup ta 24 IooIs and
outamaIk: pollet changer

avoHabie

GRAPHIC PRODUcrs
New adVanced CAM-Tool for broad

spedrUm of SUIface processing 1uncIIons.
• CAD/CAM.
• Data conversion

and modeling.
• 3D shapes 10

3-ax1s shapes.

Mitsui Machine Technology, Inc.
100 High Grove Boulevard. Glendale Heights IL 60139-2279

Phone: (630) 924-8800 • Fax: (630) 924-8879

SEE US AT IMTS BOOTH #A1-8733
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Dry Cutting process for bevel and
hypoid gears will be demonstrated on the
new Gleason 175HC Power Dry Cutting
machine. The 175HC will demonstrate
face milling and face hob bing on bevel
gears. Gleason will also premier the new
600HTL Hypoid Turbo Lapping
machine for hard finishing bevel and
hypoid gears. The turbo lapping process
(ultra high speed) is possible due to
Gleason advances in machine dynamics
and compound application technology.
Gleason-Pfauter will exhibit for the first
time the new (16") P400G profile
grinder with integrated gear measuring
and integrated CNC wheel dressing.
Gleason-Hurth will demonstrate the
capabilities of the ZH125 CNC spheric
honing machine for hard finishing cylin-
drical gears using an internal abrasive
honing tool. The machine will be shown
with automation. Gleason and Pfauter
will also exhibit, for the first time, a new
joint engineering and manufacturing
cooperation in machine design with a
new gear manufacturing machine to be
unveiled at IMTS.

Gold Star Coatings (Booth El-
2701), a subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.,
will feature thin film coatings used to
either improve tool life on cutting tools
and dies or improve wear life on parts.

H.B. Carbide Co. (Booth EI-2700) a
subsidiary of Star Cutter Co., will feature
its line of carbide pre-forms used to man-
ufacture finished tools and wear parts.

Holroyd (Booth B2-6516) will show,
for the first time anywhere in the world,
the TG 150E thread grinder. This is a 'sis-
ter' version of the TG350E launched two
years ago as the first in a planned new
generation of machines. The TG 150E has
been specifically designed for grinding
smaller components, with profiles up to
70 mm wide and less than 300 mm in
diameter (the TG350E has a maximum
350 mm capacity and 110 mm profile
width). An important feature of the new
machine is integrated 3D component pro-
file measurement with automatic machine
compensation to all axes. Also on display
will be a range of worm gears, screw
compressor rotors and other helical prod-
ucts manufactured by Holroyd's subcon-
tract facility.



_____________ IMTS SHOW COVERAGE •

Kapp Sales & Service L.P. (Booth
Bl-6981) represents the Kapp and Niles
product lines of internal and external
grinding machines featuring stock divid-
ing, on-board measuring, dressable wheels
and CBN wheels for the manufacture of
internal and external spur and helical
gears, ball screw tracks, worms, compres-
sor rotors, rotary pistons (root type), pump
spindles (IMO type), pump rotors (gerotor
type), vane pump rotors, constant velocity
tracks (CVT and the like) and more.

Koepfer America, L.L.c. (Booth
Bl-6961) will display a new high-speed,
eight axis gear hobbing machine with
computer controlled flexible automation.
The Koepfer Model 160 is designed for
shaft, pinion and gear work up to 60 mm
and 2.36" diameter. The machine
includes eight axes of CNC control,
including tailstock and gantry loading
arm positions to reduce setup time and
improve overall efficiency. A unique
slant bed design provides ideal chip flow
and allows the user the choice of wet or
dry hobbing. High spindle speeds (cutter
up to 5,000 rpm and work spindle up to
1,000) allow optimum use of coated car-
bide cutting tools even when hobbing
parts of small diameters or low numbers
of teeth. The automation allows loading
of a part in two seconds.

M&M Precision Systems Corpor-
ation (Booth Bl-7149) will feature
metrology systems for parallel axis and
spiral bevel gears, gear cutting tools,
thread gages and turbine blades. 3515
and 200 Series CNC inspection systems
for gear manufacturing process control,
running a full complement of inspection
software, will be networked to a remote
workstation with M&M's GearNet™
software. M&M will highlight multiple
probe technology with demonstrations of
ID, 3D and laser probe scanning. New
LMS laser measuring systems will show-
case non-contact scanning for thread
gages and turbine blades. The GRS-2
double flank gear roller system and
durable ODM-8 dimension over pins
gage will also be shown.

Mahr Corporation (Booth D2-4437)
will present metrology products for mea-
suring gears as well as surface texture,
form and length on a variety of parts. The

Extramess 2000 is a new analog/digital
inductive comparator accurate to .000012".
The M I and M2 are the first of a new series
of surface texture measurement instru-
ments designed for the shop floor. The
Optimar 100 is a new bench-top calibration
system for dial indicators, dial compara-
tors, dial test indicators, incremental probes
and LVDTs. A staff of applications engi-
neers and technical specialists will be on
hand to discuss the new products.

2 Involute splines,
helical splines,
tapered splines,
threads. 3 Production

spline rolling
supported
by SPC.

Proprietary
design,
engineering and
manufacturing.

If rou're going by the numbers, Colonial Tool Group has
al the reasons you need to have us be your spline rolling
service supplier. We're a leading designer and
manufacturer of high quality precision spline rolling racks,
with extensive prototype capability. And if you need
pre-production or production spline rolling services...
we do that too!
Call, write, FAX or E-mail us off our Web Site.

COLONIAL TOOL GROUP INC.
1691 Walker Road, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N8W 3P1

519-253-2461 • FAX 519-253-5911 • www.colonialtool.com
In the U.S.A. 5505 Concord Ave., Detroit, MI • 313-965-8680

http://www.colonialtool.com


Noise, Misaligmnen,t, Banding, Trallsnlission Error, Harmonic Resonance, B'il.ding, Rough/,ess

These are a few frequently occurring problems with gears. Are you losing busines to competitors becau e of
noise and poor efficiency? Forest City Gear has resolved these problems for many diverse companies with
our high accuracy cut gear .

CROWN.HOBBING
We have pioneeredjfae pitch aown I.obbing (putting a radius on the flank of the tooth along the longitudinal
axis) which has dramatically reduced noise especially in helical applications and compensated for various
misalignment scenarios ...Almost single-handedly we introduced this concept to the American power tool
industry and many small motor manufacturers.

CARBIDE .REHOBBING
We reduced gear error by carbide rellOb.bi1lggears after they have been heat treated to ,60Rc. Only a few gear
producers utilize this advanced technology. Precise index accuracy for x-ray positioning equipment,
telescopes, pnnting presses, copiers, plotters & printers- these are a few applications assisted by Forest City
Gear.

ANALYTICAL GEAR INSPECTION
Few people have the illspection ,capability to investigate and monitor profile error as doe, FCG. Our
analytical gear checkers verify lead and profile error to ten millionths of an inch. You may already be one of
about eighty gear manufacturers assisted by FOG to produce quieter, more accurate gears. Accuracy of
profile is determined by the quality of the hobs, hob re~sharpenil',g (another of our services) and mounting
on the gear machine. Problems here effect transmission error and noise. Lead error and crossed bearing
cause premature failure and contribure to excess backlash as well as noise variation.

STATE-OF-THE-ART.MACHINERY
Gear cutting equipment at Forest City Gear is offered for resale after three to five years, to be replaced by
more efficient state-of-the-a.rt net« mac/linery. Index error another bugaboo contributing to roughness, WS

common to gear producer u ing obsolete gear equipment with very worn. master index gear and transmission
components. Accumulated spacing error can occur during heat treatment or from multistart hobs as well as
from badly worn gear equipment Thi non-adjacent index error excites transmission errors, banding and
harmonics. Finallyall of these problems are additive to plain old runout or eccentricity which can be caused
by bad gear blanks, inadequate and inaccurate work fixturing as well as worn master drive worm gears and
cutter spindles in the gear machines. These conditions, unfortunately, are all too common in the American
Gear industry and overseas.

LET US HELP'
Our ability to measure these attributes and determine their causes baaUowed us to help, countle s people in
the power transmission and motion industry through the years. We would like an opportunity to confirm the
accuracy (or inaccuracy) of your gears, which we offer as a service, and provide you opportunity to improve
your products ..We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,~;a,·r~
Fred Young
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trol, The scanner drive use an AC brush-
less, servo motor, prov'iding some of the
fastest scan speed with the highest degree
of positioning accuracy in the indu try.
Also featured will be the Dual Po ition
Power Integrated Pop-Up Fixture with its
integral 160 .kWIJOkHz IGBT solid state
induction power source. This design incor-
porates three positions, allowing one posi-
tion to load, a second to heat, and a third to
quench ..In addition, Radyne will provide a

Mitsubishii Machine Tools (Booth
AI-8242) will demonstrate its line of gear
hobber , shapers, shavers ami grinders.
Mitsubi hi's gear shapers and bobbers
have sophisticated cutting mechanisms
for high productivity shaping and hob-
bing of gears up [0 one meter in diameter;
Their gear shavers can handle gears up to
450 mm diameter.

Mitsui Machine Technology Inc.
(Booth Al-87.33) represents Ikegai
Corporation with their full. line of CNC
machining centers. including gear hob-
bing. boring. milling. turning. grinding
and combination machines. MMT also
win show the O-M Ltd. line of vertical
CNC lathes and the Howa Machinery Co,
line of vertical and horizontal CNC
machining centers.

NaUonal Broacb (Bootb BI~7490)
introduces throe new gear machines at
JMTS 98. The NBV 5-8 is a low-cost,
small part broaching machine with .3 low
table height and transfer height, elirninat-
ingthe need for pits and platforms and
improvinglJser accessibility, The Red
Ring Shavemaster 400 combines ad-
vanced software, rigid design and kine-
matics to enable higber quality. greater
efficiency and more complex parts than
ever before. The CLP-35 CNC gear
checker can inspect profile, lead and pitch
of gears, bob •. shave cutters and worm
gears. All assemblies on the CLP-35 are
hand scraped for absolute tatie accuracy.
In addition to the new machines. visitors
will see demonstrstiens of broache •
shave cutters, hODS,. bones, ron formracks
and master gears.

Prauter-Maag Cutting Tools (Booth
BI-715O) is a.world leader in the manufac-
turing of hobs, shaper cutters. shaving cut-
ters, form cutters, CBN grinding w.1lee1 •
thin film coating, bevel gear tools and heal
treat service. Their products are sold
throughout the United States. Mexico.
Canada. Asia. Europe and SOUlb America
Pfauter-Maag features tools made of premi-
1I~ high speed ted as well as carbide,

&adyne (Booth C2-S364) will exhibit
its Power Integrated Solid Statellnduction
Heating systems-the Power Integrated
ScanMaster, incorporating a 250
k:W/lOkHz !GBT solid state induction
power source and Windows-based PC con-

hands-on demonstration of its Apex QA
QII.ality Assurance Monitoring System.
Finally. a pre-show press release suggests
that "a few other surprises may be await-
ing you at the Radyne boolh."

Reishauer Corpor.ation (Booth B]-

7164} is demonstrating th RZ820. the
biggest machine in the Reishauer product
tine. It is capable of efficiently grinding
large. heavy duty gears 'loa very high qual-
ity level. This machine replaces all previ-

Biglso'lid 3- .,Hel'cal
broaches up to . broaches for
105·'". rong G.d. .... transmi·Jsian
12-ln. diameter. .. I running ·gears.

I . - -

Precision roundl
b~c~ingl tools
With diameters
as small as II-in.

I:f.·.rou're 90i.1l9 by the Il.,um.bers, Colonial Tool.G.
c

.r.o.-.u.p has
althe reasons you need to have us be your Ibroad~ing
fool supp'lier. We've become one of North America's
I'eading desigllers and manufacturers of high qualiiIy
'IP:ecisioll involute SP.Uf end heli,cal bro~c:he:s... .
bl91 and small. And If you need broaching rnochines ....
we design and build thosetcol
Call, wtite, ,FAX or f-ma.il us off our Web Site ..

1691 Walker Road, Windsor, 'Ontario, Cenode NBW 3P1
519-253-2.461 .' FAX 519-253-59111 '. www.colonialtool.com

111 the U..S.A 5505 Concord Ave., Detroi,t, MI • 313·965·8680
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ous ZB, RZ70l and RZ801 machines. The
RZ820 has improved software for
increased productivityand improved posi-
tioning accuracy of the shift axis, which
greatly reduces idle times. Hydraulic tail-
stock and on-machine fine balancing of the
grinding wheel are two new features that
enhancethrougbput.

Ilichardon 'IBooth BI-7164) will dis-
play the R200 CNC high production hob-
bers. The Richardon machine comes with

a modem 6-axis control coupled with the
mechanical stiffness of all cast iron and
all vee way construction. It has been con-
figured to handle high hel.ical jobs (-45°
to +60°) that are difficult to cut oncom-
petitive machines. As standard the R200
CNC can be used to mil] or hob gears, and
its compact design is intended to please
equipment engineers.

S.L. MURSon & Company (Booth
B2-6.555) will be displaying products

from Dr. Kaiser Precision Diamond
Products Company and DWH Super
Abrasives. They will display a complete
line of rotary diamond dressers for all
gear dressing applications; a new single-
and double-side dresser design including
an integra] rotary root relieving tool for
Reishauer SPA and Eissler DSA system
dressing units; wear parts produced with
polycrystalline diamond surfaces lapped
to extremely close tolerances; CNC pro-

AIVV Systems Co, announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing:
and finishing' cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spirall
cutter bodies in diameters ot 5" through 112'
at present

II
'I AIVV can also supply roughing and finishing

cutters, hardware and replacement parts for
most 5'-1'2' diameter bodies.

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source' for replace-
ment parts and hardware as well as bodies
and cutters.
You'lIl be In 10r a pleasant surprise.

INEW! Stra1ight Bevel Cutters.

Abrasiva Macbining!
Sawing/Finishing B1 & B2 North

EOM C1'& C2 North

Environmental Safely
8. Plant Management C1 &C2 North

Faclory Automation D1 & 02 East

Ca.r Generalion B1 &82 North

Lasers & LaserS~8ms B1 &B2 Nol1h

A1.D2&E1 S&E

Metal Forming
IlFabricating B1 & B2 North

D1 & D2 East

Tooling & Work'holding
Systems E1 East

THE PAVILIONS
IMTS98 features three new pavilions
this year, bringing the total to 10shows
within the show. Below is a list of the
pavilions and their locations in the '
McCormick Place complex.

I
I

Tel: (24B) 544·3852· Fax: (248) 544-3922 I

II
CIRCLE 111
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filing dre sers: and rotary diamond
dre ers for plunge fonn applications.
DWH products include examples of vitri-
fied CBN and vitrified diamond wheels
for precision grinding applications.

Schunk Ine, (Booth El~2471)manu-
factures and sells a wide range of tooling
products, including hydraulic chucks.
hydraulic arbors, lathe chucks, chuck
jaws, FUNDO-a new hydraulic dowel
pin, and TR_lBOS-a revolutionary new
tool-holding y tern. Schunk also manu-
facture grippers for factory automation.

SigmaP,ool ,(Booth Bl-7UO) will
;pre ern three new machines, including the
Liebhcrr-Emag !lobbing machine. a
Klingelnberg-Hoefler crank-shaft/cam-
shaft inspection machine and an Oerlikon

bevel gear tester. Also at the booth will be
the Sigma Pool's full line of bevel gear
generators. plunge shaving machines,
shap.ing machines and the late I in dry
cutting technology.

Star 'Cutter Co. (Booth BI-7181)
will display ElikRapids Engineering CNC .
harpening machines as well as its full

line of cutting tools. including hobs,
millLng cutters, pressure coclant & non-
pressure coolant drills & reamers, solid
carbide reeling and PCD tooting.

SU A_menca (BootllB2-6657)
feature a CN gear grinding machine,
which Ihe company says is accurate, flex-
ible and affordable. It is a form grinder
that can l.I e ceramic and/or conventional
grinding wheel. It can grind internal
gears as well externals and splines, and
it has the late t-generation numerical con-
trols. SU' entire line of gear cutting
1.0015, including carbidehobs, will also be
on display.

Modular VerticalHoning System (MVH)jrom
Sunmm Products Company.

extremely precise roundness and
straightness and control of bore size and
fini h. The Krossgrinding" system also
produces an oil-bearing crosshatch pat-
tern. The two basic modules can also be
combined for rough and precisi n honing
in one unit. 0

Ten Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please Circle 200.

• IMTS SHOWCOVERA'GEII _

Sunnen Products Company (Booth
81.7303) w.iUintroduce the new MVH
modular vertical honing system incorpo-
rating a menu driven industrial PC con-
trol The machine comes in two modules
to take advantage of either of Sunnen's
honing tool systems. The single stroke
honing module incorporates rigid, single-
pass plated diamond tooling. The
Krossgrinding' module uses plated dia-

ill-process expansion tooling for

pra,eisioln, through, diulTI,ond

We will design, build and guarantee
from your gear summary charts
g,ear dressers for Reishauer SPA
and Fassler DSA Systems.
Direct-Plated or Sintered-Bond
Single- or Double-Sided Dressers.

'We also produce 'gear dressers for
- Gleason CNC & Phoenix
-Nil'es
-Okamoto
• Liebhen
• &sepal
-Normae
- Gil So'lulioo:s
- Hoglund
- Hofler

WII offllr our customers
• Highest Accuracy
• Competitive Pr:ices
• Fastest Delivery
• Relap&.IReplating Service

Call or fax us your gear dresser requirements.
)Iou will 'Quickly discover what leading U.S. 'gear producers have, learned.

Dr. Kaiser gear dressers erethe best value available.

Impoltell by

S,.L.Mnnson
&: Company

1517 Gregg St. Columbia, SC 29201
1-800-715-1390·1!~B03·252-3211
Fax1-BOO-929-050'7

SEE US AT IMTS BOOTH#B2-6555 CIRCLE 123
S.EPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1 age ·,9



Cut &Dry.

:"'rlP""'" coating that d i ipales
resulting in an e tended

Mitsubishi presents the world's first dry hob
cutting system - the SuperDry GN Series.

The Mi.lsubishi team of engineers has successfully
developed a totally revolutionary '11bbing proce
that eliminate !:he need forcmring fluids and the
hassle of di posing them. Here are the facts:

I) The SuperDry ON Series provides ;:1 cutting speed
twice that of conventional hobbers,

2) Fastercycletanes mean less capital inve tment
. reduced labor hours ultimately leading to at least

decrease in production costs.

Mitsubishirl!V(lluticmary
"SJJperDry" nss hob
cutter design.

A hardened ground heliCDI
gear dri"'e table permits highly
,Qccumle iJulexbrg.

With an' innol'lltive horizontal
machinin m thod. chips imply
drop bene€lth the workpiroe
into the con lIe)'or and out oj the
machine- wilhout rhejlushing
action, or me • oj coolant.

For more infonnation on the new SuperDf)' GN
Series dry bobbers and the entire family IQf our
gear machine contact Mitsubishil today.

See LIS at IMTS '98 Booth A1~H242

MHl Machine Tool U.S.A., Inc.
907 W. Irving Park Road » Itasca. IL 60143-2023
Phone: (63()) 860-4222 • Fax: (630) 860-4233
hUp:llwww.rn!hi-mmt.com
CIRCLE 109
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Mits·ubis,bi lntrnduee» r·evoluti,onary dry hobber
that reduces gear cutting, costs by up,to 40%

Itasca, IL - 1\1111Machine 1001 .SA, In .
lias announced Lite Introduction of the
b'uperlJ[J- a revolutlonarv dry bobber
S)~L m lor ~ar cuLUng. The new ~ tern
\\"' R ~ aLllll'd In th ' rompan " booth
#.\I..fI2.:J2 at I\ITS '98.

111' bighJ~ 'mrlent '\'lilsubishi G;"II (I \.

G~21.1·\and L \2-.\ ~ hobbe 'eliminate
the cost or pun:Il' Slll~ cutting Iluit:ls ami
the ha~ le of disposlll{;! of them - IProle I.-
III~Lhe crntronment and enhancing sat !:y
- while ['('during ov rail gear pmductlon
, o..qt.qby moll' than fOlt'y percent

S ;1 key part oftts new srs tem.a
pmpl'lftar~ dry hob has been c1cwlopl"d'by
I\lJtsuhlshl l'n{llncefS. TIle , upt'rDQ liD'll Is
a diHlInt'Uw cuums tool made IIf r'I ·\Cn 1
liS Dml'rial \\ Ith a pmllrielill) coaUUg
that dL slpall's h at ami reduc . LOlli \H'ill',
It allo\\ a bobbing speed or two hundred
meters PCI' minute which i "\'0 Urnes
I st I' than c ltV ntlonal machining, willt
1.001life up to 11\e Ume ' that o. a COII\ en-
lIonal 1I0b. '(11(, SUIK'rDry rna tun was
red SlglH'd ~o UIaL lilt' hob operates
Ilorl.zontall~ to aceummodat cilipremmal
b~ allo\\lng the chips to drop beneath the
\ orlo.l1lec' 01('(' 1.1 Into tile oonveyor and
out of the machine,

Long I' too] life mean users \\ tll n eed
a smaller toollm'enlory,\\1lh less [rcquent
tool changes Ill' re-sharpening and less
overall macllille d \mlime. Fastere, I"
umes m an [e\\{'r machines are rcqUtredl-
l.hereb) reducing capltal .in\'esLmenl. la!xJr
III urs, and 11001"space needed The
process .18Ideal for geaJ'S that rangl" fml1l
aulmnotJ\e I1nal dnn',' gears and larger
truck Arllm. to automotive plnlon and sun
f!cors.

Till' S~p<'rl)lJ'ma Iline also oITers
xeeltent unmanned operation capabllltle!'l,

high pruduclhtty. and rul] f':\l ' rom,j)atlbJII-
(y. ill{' standard spindle peed I 300-
3.000 rpm for Ute Gi\I.OA and 200-2.000
rpm for th G~::!I)i\ and G~25' uperDI)
bobh '1'8.

Owr 1\'C'l'nI ~ea . much bas De n
said abom 'Ulr pol.cnLlal emtmnrnental and
C I l'K'nrllll.! oI (try ~ar hobbiJl~, but
re ul!.q Ilau', nm been Ineon tst nt, osU
and ~nerall~ dlsappolnUng. 11]1 I d [0 a
lull In LIte 31)1li! auon of Ute Ileclmolog)
while the Indu 'try reassessed the resul '
or these earl rlIOI1S,

'I1it....ublshl is convinced Lilal ('I1\1ron-
rn nlall frll'mlh pmeesse \.,.111t'\ enLuall-
be mOlldialt'f1. hUI decided not to offer dry

Kenji Ueno

{lear bobbing machInes un!Ha 1m! \\.ork-
ah1<'and cost-ellecuve sotuuon was luund
mLlI continued R&D III lIJOling und equip-
m 'Ill. Uw company Is 110\\ r!lnfldl'lTt that
tne solution has al'ri\e(i, FlIlIm!. tn~ Is a
hrtef wrap (If till' d(',..el~!Ipmpnkll proCf·SS.

11le\UlSubisll SU-P{'r8" lJob

InlLially, 'lItsubi, III wn. amena the
huilders !Who cxprrlmentedl wnn carbldc
botllo!. f\ll£r enensive lesUn~ '\1IIRUIl sill
,pngIn '('1:'8 d 'lermint'd that thl' solution '[0

IIry culling mlgll'l com« lrorn a mill'!'
us('r-friendl~,' cuWng lfJol.1 nil ke mrbicll',
v.hlrD is 1\pensl\(' and rt'qUlI'I's ro'I'al care
In sharpening and llamlling. a IUgh k peed
'Iecl ([I 8)1 elution wuuld he ldl'.i1lf L1le
base matertal and coatings could Ill'
ilI1lUuvl.'d enouglllu handle Ute 111g11
speeds,

~n\...sut}is1"li has now tound tile
solution. \\,111l UII' eomnmauon uf a new,
Ilatmt-pemllng MACH 7 HSS ba e material
and a or'\.', also patent-pending SUfJ/.·,'DI'Y
coaling. The new SlIpcrDIJ hob culler

perate at speeds approa hlng UIOSC of
arbllile rul!t£rs,\\.1thoUl til high cost 01'

chipping problems associated wuh
carbide hobs,

Dr. Eng. Kenji U'eno
is Vice President,

Gear Machines and Grinders,
at Mitsubishi Machine Tool U;S,A. Inc"

ot Itasca,lL.
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Advantages of MilslIblshl
SuperDry HSS Hobs

• Doubled productrvity
With high cutllng
speeds of (150-
200m/min} - 2-times
faster than standard
tin-coaled HSS

• Tool hfe up 10 5-tlmes
longer than wet cutting
With HSS

• Clean and safe

lI!.qubl hi engineers also I'Cdcslgneci
the machine 1[001 '10 ensure an optimum fit
of the bob and Ute cultlng equtprnent. (The
redesigned machtnesare fully capable of
using carbide hob. , but onl~ the iIISS hob
prmid the opUmal pcrfOl'mallce am-an-
lage.) I slated earller; In the 11 \\
maehln . the hob o.per tes horizontally 110
accommodate chip I\'movallJ~ aUm\lng the
cbll:lS to dl'op Deneath L1Ieworkpiece
dJrccUy Into til COIl\f.')UI' and out of the
rna hlne. Compared to conventtonal gear
hobbers, chlp-to-chlp dead lime has 'lil en
gJ'eall~ reduced, rapid trav me rate oa .
douhlrd', and maMl1IUIll hob length and hob
shift length are no\1, the long t of an~ar
!Jobber In Its class,

r\ hardened and gmwld helical {,'Caf

drlvc table permlts hl~l1l~ a curate
Ind :dn~. '.\,1Ien used 1111an FM 'ltuaUon,
the Supez'DI) [tl 'eas~1to maintain ~\IIll
chip COilV' or and slmpll' h)draullr main-
Lf'nanct' schedules. \·arilll!s monlLnrlng
funl'lions sImplifY f 18 operatlon and
('118\11\' that nebnlns Is performed
smuOl.hl. .

For 11I0re InformaUoll on the G IOI\'
GN2n'1, and G~25'\ SUIK'rDI) dJ1 hobbers
and 11.11 complete line oflltslJlbthl gear

, production macltlncf}, contact "ImI
'lachine 1bo~L. ~.\ .. (lit' .. \.lar~eUng
Division,90? \V, ["rIng P'lrk R<l"lk'lsca,
IL 60143-2023 1030) 86~222: fax
(630) 8i}~233,



gear designer, who then applies the design code to
establish compliance with certain criteria.
Regardless of the standard employed, the gear
design codes share the common objective 'Of
assessing the ability of the teeth toresist surface
pitting and cracking when subjected to cyclic
loads. The standards also provide guidelines, to

avoid surface damage to the active tooth flanks by
scoring due to inadequate lubrication.

ooth distress due to pitting is a manifestation
of excessive contact (Rertzian) stress. Even more
significant i the development of cracks in th
critical tooth root .fillet region when the tooth

bending tress exceeds the endurance strength.
Gears may fail by other means .uch as wear:

plastic flow, case cru hing, quench cracks and 'cor-
ro ion, but these mode are not so readily derminant
or predictable. AIso, more than just the tooth design
affects the reliability of the gearing . Other factors
influencing reliabililY include lubrication, construc-
tion, the characteristics of the prime mover, bear-
ings, application, assembly and maintenance,

Theory
The power capacity of gears is most often

referred to as the gear rating. In order to under-
stand the fundamental design criteria, a brief
explanation as tothe origins of the rating equa-
tions is appropriate. Tile following derivation
should serve a an adequate introduction to tile
subject, but the reader should refer to Ref. 1 for
more information ..

For spur and helical gears,the basicequation
For assessing the pitting resistance of two engag-
ing teeth is based on the simple analogy of two
cylinders of length F pres ed together under load
WI,·:15 hown in Fig. I.

The Hertzian stress for 'lite band of contact is
given by

Designing Reliability Into
Industrial Gear Drives

Peter A. Mavo

InLroduction
The primary objective in de igoing reliable gear

drives is ro avoid failure. Avoiding failure is just as
important for the manufacturer and designer as it is
for the end user. Many aspects should be consid-
ered in order to maximize the potential reliability
and performance of installed gearing.

This article is intended to provide some insight
into the important elements applied to the design
and production of industrial gearing and how the
reliability of the gear and drive train is influenced
from uch measure . Fortunately these day , the
gear designer and gear manufacturer have some
very sophisticated tools at their disposal to
achieve the e goals.

There are many gear design codes in use
worldwide, including AOMA & [)IN standards.
The long-awaited ISO standard for gears has
recently been approved after more than 20 years
in the making. While the gear design codes pro-
vide formulas for the determination of various
parameters, these equations do not yield a unique
or definitive elution.

The actual design process proceeds by the intu-
itive selection of parameters bythe experienced

w,w,

If:rg.11- Parallel cylinders in contact and heavily loaded. 'Courtesy ,ofTechnomic P,ublisbingl
(Ret 11. -

Fig. 2 - Gear t'ooth as simple cantilever. Coultes!l'of Technomic Publishing (Ret 11.
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where

l6 W,{K1 + .K2)R1R2

F(R. + R2)

1- vT
KJ=--~-

!tEl

] - vt"2=--=,.,....!.-
7tE2

B=

The maximum compressive stress is
S ~ = __ 4-=I,....W..,,!- 1,--_
• F!tB



These two equations may be combined with
Poisson's ratio as u = 0.3 to give

The radius of curvature p at the pilCh ci.rcle d is

_ din 41
P=-2--

Radi '" f th .. .. d sin 41lUS oi curvature ror e pnuon 1S R, = --2-
and for the gear

R2 = maRl
The compres ive stres at the pitch line of a pair
of spur gears is therefore:

Which is the same as the fundamental rating for-

mula for pitt.ing from AGMA Standard 200 I-I 995
except for the addition of orne derating factors '10

take account of the uncertainties that prevail in the
real world situation over that ofthetheoretical.

From AGMA Standard 2001-1995. the pitting
resistance power rating is given by: I

p = It Fl. d SO( ZNCH ).2 !
IJC 126 000 K()K~Kj[",CI (CpSH KrKR !

w~re !
IPoe is, the allowable tran mitted power for pitting

n is the pinion rotational peed (rpm)p
F is the net face width of the narrowest member

is,the geometry factor for tooih pitting re istanee

K" is the overload factor
K,. is the dynamic factor

K. i the ize factor
K", i the load distribution factor
KR is the reliability factor
K; is the temperature factor
Cf is the urface condition factor
CH is the hardne s rntio factor
Cp is the elastic coefficient factor
d is the Opei'ilting pitch circle diameter of the pinion

ZIV is the stres cycle factor for pitting resi tance
S(Jc is the allowable contact tre s number

SII is the safety factor
Similarly. the loo(h bending trength considers

'the teeth a e entialJy short cantilever beams. The
strength of gear teeth was conceived by Wilfred
Lewis in ] 893 by inscribing a parabola inside the

outline of a gear tooth as hown in Fig. 3. By
doing this, the stress .aJong the surface of the
parabola i constant.

The location (a) on the tooth where the large t

in cribed parabola i tangent to the root fillet region
determine the po ition of Illaxi..mum stress.

Fig. 3 - Inscribed pllrabolll on gellf tooth -ection ..'Courtesy of liIchnomic 'Publishing (Ref. U.

The tensile stress at the base of a cantilever is:
6W[

SI=FT

From Figure 3:
t2

x=--
41

By ubstitutlon:
W

S, = .F(2x/3)

The circular pitch may be introduced into the equa-

lions to give:
s:;; Wp
'1 F(2xJ3)p

The term 2x/3p was called y by Lewis. This was
a parameter that could be determined from a layout
of the loolh. With the addition of a stress concen-
tration factor and other aspects, the term is now
referred 10 as the geometry factor J. The latter call

be determined with very little effort nowadays
using various gear geometry oftware programs.

The Lewis Formula is written as
Ws.:;;--

r Fpy
Replacing y with YIlt and then diametral pitch P'd
for Trip, the Lewisequation becomes

WPd
Fy

which is the fundamental rating formula for bend-

ing strength from AGMA 20m (with the addition
of orne derating factors).

The fundamental rating formula for bending
strength from AGMA 2001 ..is as follows:

P K' K.= W.1( K K __ d_ . m B
5, "·a·· v S F J

Accordingly. the bending strength power rating
from AGMA 2001 is given by:

I1p d - F J slJ'YNp:;; -"-~:..".....""....".,,....
III 126000 K(jKv Pd KsK,j(.B S,J<rKR

where
PUliS the allowable transmitted power for bending

trengrh
rip i the pinion rotational speed (rpm)
d ilhe operating pitch circle diameter of the pinion
F :is the net face width of the narrowe t member

Peter A. Mayo
.is a gear consultant
5{Jeciali<.illg III industrial
gear dnve willi Applied
Mecha.niques of Ioronio.
NSW. Australia.
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DESCRIPTION

H'-hest HP and
- 19. _ .' dIetorque per spm-

Fastest cycle times

Most advanced
nine controlmacl.'· --

Best technical ...

Port and servicesup·
in tbe Industry

COME VISIT
USATIMTS

BOOTH181·7383

•••The New Sunnen--- .....MVH" Single Stroke-
Honing System Is
Tops In Its Uass!
It's completely new ... and it.' more
than competitively priced.
The high-performance, high-production
MVH (Modular Vertical Honing)
Single Stroke Honing System from
Sunnen outscores the competition in
virtually every way. Starting from
scratch, we designed the MVH
Single Stroke Honing System with
one goal in mind - to be superior in
every way. And since it's modular,
we can easily tailor a system to
meet your specific application.
Put us to the test. Let us prove to
you that we've got the industry'
best single-pass bore sizing and
finishing system ... at a cost you
won't believe. Can today.

SUNNIN
SUNNEN PRODUCTS COMPANY
7910 Manchester Ave.
SI. Louis. MO 63143 U.S.A.
Toll Free: 800-325-3670
Phone: 314-781-2100
Fax: 314-781-2268
www.sunnen.com

CIRCLE 185 198-03

IIhere Preclslon .,,·Jurls,

http://www.sunnen.com


J i thegeom tty factor f,. !I' tooth bending _trengtb
K is the overload factoro
K. i the dynamic factor
Ks is the ize factor
Kis tile load ,eli tribution factor

'"KRis the reliabi lily factor
KT is the temperature factor
SaJ ithe allowable bending stres number
YN isthe stress cyde factor for pit.ting 'resistance
Sf is the safety factor for tooth bending strength

rom the e two fundamental rating fermulas.
the important elements can be consldered In term
of dynami effects, material propertie • loading
cbaractern tics and tooth, geometry. There are also
orne ba it differences between straight pur

gears and helical gears to consider.
Th way the e attribute are chosen. applied

and controlled during design and manufacture can,
ignificantly influence the reliability of the gears.

Further elaboration of the e aspect i therefore
most relevant to (he ubjeet at hand,

Gear SelectioDI
Single helical gearing provides significant

advantagesever spur gears. It isthe meshing of
the helical teeth along multiple contact line
inclined at an acute angle to the pitch line 'that
contributes mo t to the ability of helical gears to
tran mit more load than straight SPIlJ gears.

Moreover. moolh tran fer ofload occurs grad-
uellyand unifonnty by a combined tiding and
rotling action as succe sive teeth. come into con-
tact .along the engaging helicoidal surfaces, This
sltuation is u_uaUy referred to as helical overlap.
The helical! oveJiap ratio is equalto the ratio of the

face width to the axial pitch ..Similarly, the ratio of
the length of action (length of engagement> of the
me bing gear teeth tothe transverse base pitch i
th trail verse contact ratio.

The choice of helix angle for low speed gears
.i II lIany a balance between minimizing the axial
thru t and maintaining a helical overlap ratio of at
least U. This means that the face width of the
gear is at least 10% wider than 'the axial pitch and
en ure that before a tooth begins to leave the
me h. llIe nel'll tooth has already begun to take
orne share of the load.

, pur gears. on the other hand, rely tol.ally on
the conjuga.cy and contact ratio of the meshing
involute tooth forms for the smooth transmission
of the load. The average number of teeth in mesh
(transver e contact ratio) is usually about 1.2 to
1.7 for both spur and helical! gears, Helical gears
have typicaJly twice this average amount of teeth
in me h . ince the overall. contact ratio of helical
gears consists of tile helical overlap ratio plus the
transverse contactratio.

Herringbone or double helical gears typically
havehejix angles from 20° to 30°. This re ults in
a larger number of 'teeth in me h in any given
in tam and hence high helical overlap ratio. The
gears jhen operate smoothl.), and are muc'h more
tolerant of tooth variations.

Double helicals can, however, be sensitive to
variations in accumulative pitch between the two

helices that are not synchronized The floating
member otherwise tends to . hurtle back and forth,
or due to its inertia. the dynamic tooth lead become
amplifled to the deUim nt of the gear dri e.

The critical tooth bendi ng load for 'spur gem
can occur either at. the Lipor close to it at the high-
e t point of single tooth contact, but for normal
helical gears, 'the load i designed to be distributed
evenly ever the obliqu helical contact line (or in
reality, finite width contact band due to elastic
material properties) which extend from the bot-
tern of the tooth to the tip as hown in Fig, 4.

By virtue of their load sharing ability, helical
gears can have approximately 50%: greater lad car-
rying capacity thanjhe equivalent. spur gear of the

same physical size when rated to AGMA standards.
Materials

The type and choice of materials obviously
plays a vital role in the design and performance of

gear. Steel of one type or another tends lobe
favored for gear materials because it has a high
strength to eo t relationship .. Since gear teeth are
subjected te cyclic loads. 'the fatigue trength
rather than the normal mechanical strength deter-
mines the allowable design stre ses,

The allowable stresses (SO<" and! Sru) ale influ-
enced! by m_any factors indu.cl'ing hardness, chem-
istry., cleanliness, residual stress, micro trucrure,
quality. heat treatment. processing practices and
number of stress cycles,

There has been a trend over the years towards
ever increasing gear tooth hardness, The reason for
this, is simple. Gererally, the harder the material
and tcoth surface employed" the greater the resis-
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The pursuit of ever harder gears has seen the
emergence and now dominance of case carour-
ized gears in gearboxes ..Typical hardnesses for
such gears would be 58 to 62 Rc, so the teeth are
invariably precision ground after hardening. The

gears therefore boast high accuracy, high surface
load carrying capacity and smoother operation.

As a consequence of surfacehardening gear
teeth, beneficial residual compressive stresses are
induced into the surface layer. This effectively

reduces the tensile bending stresses in the critical
tooth root fillet region. It is most important there-
fore not to grind the roots of the teeth as the grind-
ing can remove the residual. compressive stress.
Shot peening, however, can be employed to
restore the residual stress if grinding becomes
necessary to remove excess distortion"

Where the gearwheel itself might be too large

to be case hardened. a significant benefit can still
be gained by the use of a case hardened pinion
meshing with a through hardened gearwheel. This
has evolved even though pillion typically need
only 20% to 40% hardness differential over and

r above that of the gearwheel to account for the
I i greater number of stress cycles experienced. by the

D!!plbmm I pinion, The tooth hardness of the gearwheel might~------------------------------------------------~Fig.5 -Induction hardened & carburiled case core relationship. I typically range from 300 HB up to 400 HB.
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ranee to pitting and tooth bending fatigue. This

allows gears to be made smaller in size for a given

torque. A reduction in diameter reduces pitcbline
speeds, and reductions in face width increase the
prospects for good gear tooth alignment

Due to the nonlinearity of the allowable stresses
as a function of hardness, the pitting resistance of

through hardened gearing varies exponentially with
hardness to the power of 1.6, On the other hand, the
tooth bending strength varies to the power of only

0.6. The latter explains why increased tooth bend-
ing strength is usually achieved by a larger tooth
size or greater face width.

Gear steels typically have carbon contents in
the range of 0.3% to 0.5%, and they are alloyed to

enable the desired hardness on (he flanks and
roots of theteeth, Below 0.3% carbon the gears

have poor wear resistance. Tile 0.3% carbon alloy
steels produce the greatest toughne s compared

with higher carbon steels, but 0.4% carbon has
higher hardness potential. Above 0.5% the tough-

ness of these steels tends to be quite low.
The AGMA gear rating codes assign allowable

design sires es based on the verification undertaken
to confirm the cleaoliness. quality, homogeneity and
integrity of the materials employed. It should. be
noted that for a given hardness, the selection of

allowable stress must be made from a design range.
The lower values for allowable tress might be

appropriate for casti~gs which are relatively free

of harmful defects, but which may contain some
innocuous defects such as discrete gas holes and

porosity. but not cracks and Shrinkage.

Intermediate values for allowable stress may
be applied to commercial grade forgings and max-

imum values for extra high quality steel forgi:ngs,
such as tho e offered by the Electro Slag Refilled
steel making. process, Vacuum degassing has also

been a steel making process of significant benefit
to improving gear steel quality.
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The most important part of a gear contains the

teeth, and so it often pays in the long run to invest

in the best material available. For cyclically

loaded components such asbearings, it has been
well established that cleaner steels improve the
life expectancy, The ESR steels boast extremely

clean microstructure • which are Inherently vel)'
resistant to the mitiation of fatigue.

Lower alloy steels can be employed where low
hardness will suffice or when the teeth can be

gashed prior to heat treatment. The structure of the
gear should also maximize the potential of the heat
treatment. In order to encourage quicker quench-

ing rates, the side of large solid gears or pinions

can also be dished to reduce the mass effect.
Even with high hardenability alloy steels, the

teeth of coarse pitch, through hardened gears ben-
efit significantly when practical from pregashi ng
the teeth prior to heat treatment. Thi ensures uni-

form and effective hardening to flank and root
when the hardness required is greater than 300 HB..

These days, foundry facilities and expertise
have been developed 1.0 the point where even large
gear castings can now be water quenched to pro-

duce a very tough and much improved fatigue
resistant rnartensitic microstructure not previously
possible by air hardening (normalizing), which

produces a bainitic microstructure.
Surface Hardened Gearing



The benefit of this combination may be
explained in terms ofllie ability of alloy steel gear
teeth to strain harden under the influence of cold
work by the much harder surface of the engaging
pinion teeth. AGMA Standard 2001 recognize
this phenomenon and applie the hardnes factor
CH to achieve a rating gain corresponding to the
sobsequent increased hardness. Acmal measure-
ments would suggest that alloy steels can increase
the acuve tooth surface hardness by as much as
15% in this action.

Even though the carburized teeth can develop
beneficial residual compressive stresses ill Ilte sur-
face layer, the drawback experienced witb pro-
ducing carburized gear teeth is the volumetric
expan ion that occurs when the tooth surface is
enriched with carbon and sub equently trans-
formed to martensite when quenched. The associ-
ated distortions require further finishing in order
to correct these distortions.

These movements can be quite uneven. Single
helical teeth tend to unwind slightly. and long pin-
ions can develop an hourglass shape. Therefore.
subsequent finishing removes more materia.l than
expected, and thin localized case depths can occur.

Testing of the surface hardened layer is an.
important 'is ue, Some tests. such as hardness. can
correlate the success of the hardening process on
the actual gear teeth with the test piece. Most of

the testing. though. must be done on test samples
independent of the actual work piece. It is there-
fore essential that the test samples be touUyrep-
re entati ve of the gear.

Induction hardening offer an akemative
means to provide high urface hardness and
increa ed strength in 'the root of gear teeth.
Hardnesses typically 50 to 56 Rc can be readily
achieved depending on Iile carbon equivalent, the
type of steel and the quenching rates employed ..
The advantage of induction hardening is consider-
ably less distortion than with carburizing,

However. induction hardening requires a heav-
ier ca e thickness. This is becau e the induction
hardened case has a more abrupt transition from
case to core in contrast to the more gradual transi-
tioa of carburized surface layers. Thi is ilIu trat-
ed in Fig. 5. Induction hardened case depth is al 0

measured differently.
In specifying the case depth, it is important to

ensure that the maximum, ubsurface hear stre s-
e do.not occurat this transition zone,

Nitriding al 0. provides a very useful. surface
hardening technique where very high hardnes es
are needed. It is limited. though. where only a thin
surface layer can be used such as thai. found in
smalll and high speed! gears.

Using a very hard pinion is contrary to the
practice of using a sacrificial pillion with particu-
larly soft teeth, The disadvantage of allowing the
pinion teeth to become worn and misshapen is
uneven wear onthe gearwheel teeth.

Very hard pinion teeth do not yield or suffer so
easily from the usual perils of through hardened
surfaces such as pitting. spalling and scoring
(assuming adequate lubrication). As a result, the
pinion can then be expected to always maintain
its true involuted shape and in tum help 10 main-
tain tne tooth profile of the gearwheel. The gear-
wheel teeth might otherwise uffer if the pinion
tooth form became distorted for anyone of the
forgoing reasons.

Dynamic Considerations
The dynamic factor K,. takes into account the

internally generated gear tooth loads induced by
non-conjugate action (non-uniform motion) of the
me hing teeth. Dynamic forces arise from the rel-
ative accelerations between the gears a they
vibrate in re ponse to excitation referred to as
"transmission error .."

]dea.lly, gear should have uniform transfer of
motion from input to output gear. It is impossible to
produce perfectly true gears, and it isth departures
from the ideal geometry that contribute to non-uni-
form motion and transfer of load. These deviations
canbe caused by many factors including residual
stresses in material, variations in material metal-
lurgy and hardness. poor machine too] condition,
inaccurate tooling. poor machine setting practice
and many more. Stiffness of the teeth and me h
also contribute to non-uniform motion.

The common source of transmission error
occurs from variations in the elemental tooth para-
meters. The e individual elemental parameters
include the tooth pacing (pitch), involute profile,
tooth alignment (helix) and runout (eccentricity).

Gear metrology i u ed to identify and quanti-
fy the various elemental parameters of the teeth
and gear body. The somewhat peculiar geometry
of gear teeth require some unique measuring
methods and facilities. In addition 10 verifying
compliance with allowable tolerances, gear
metrology can be u ed as a diagnostic tool 10

identify thesource and cause of the deviations.
The objective is therefore to minimize the

deviations bytaking appropriate action during
design and manufacture. In some ituations, the
deviations can be removed by subsequent process-
e such as grinding. In many cases, though. the
deviations remain in the in talled gearing. By
improving gear accuracy, the dynamic load
induced by non-conjugate me hing of the gear
teeth can be reduced.



Fig. 6 provides some indication of the accura-
cy required as a function of pitchline speed.

The measurement precision needs to be better
than that of the component tolerance by a factor of
approximately 10..Gear tolerances vary from 50 to
100 um right down to only several microns.
Therefore, gear measuring equipment needs to
have an accuracy of just I to 2 microns when mea-
suring a component having a tolerance ofO.m mm.

High accuracy, particularly in gears, can incur
considerable manufacturing cost The desired gear
accuracy should therefore by chosen carefully so as
to obtain maximum. benefit without excessive cost

Load Conditions
The load distribution factor KM accounts for

less than uniform load across the width of the
teeth and from one tooth to the next Ideally, the
load should be uniform over the full width of the
teeth and the full working depth.

Many factors can affect this condition. which in
turngreatly affect the reliability and performance
of the gears. Poor load distribution can occur due
to misaligned shafts, excessive clearance in bear-
ings, deflections in teeth, shafts and gear struc-
tares .. Obviously, rnisaligament of shafts must be
minimized or avoided, The deflections, on the
other hand, are somewhat unavoidable since they
invariably result from the applied loads.

Traditionally, the supporting structures of
gears (webs, stiffeners, diaphragms and tubes)
have relied almost totally on empirical or intuitive
techniques .. Asa consequence of the ability of
modem gearing to transmit high Loads from the
use of very bard tooth surfaces" higher achieved
accuracy and higher pressure angles, the imposed
loads increase the stress and strain on the support-
ing structures ..

Empirical data becomes somewhat scarce for

such situations. and so to improve the potential
reliability of these high specific load (load per rnrn
of face width) gear wheels failing to perform sat-
isfactorily from lack of strength or rigidity, the
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method of finite element analysis (FEA) for stre s
distribution (and strain) provides a valuable tool,
for (he evaluation of the loads in the structure of
gearwheels,

Accurate stress analysis also permits the elim-
ination of redundant material, which contributes
to reductions in unnecessary cost. weight. and
inertia effects. However, it has been found from
these studies that it is i.nfact the need for stiffnes .
rather than the level of stress that most often die-
tates the selection of structural dimensions. The
reason is that uniform load distribution and load
sharing between adjacent teeth is significantly
influenced by the deflections of teeth, rim and
supporting structure.

The dynamic gear alignment can be very much
determined by the accuracy of manufacture.
During gear cutting. significant movement can
occur inthe blank due to the release of residual
stress. The circularity of a gear can.be affected by
as much as 10 to 12 rnm, which would be consid-
erably outside the permissible runout tolerance.

Residual stress in the form of tensile hoop
stresses induced by improper welding practices or
simply by the excessive interference with shrink
fitted gear rims onto a hub can create a parasitic
stress condition thatcombines with the normal
(tensile) tooth bending fatigue stresses, which ill
turn often leads to broken teeth.

The dynamic load distribution can also be
affected by elastic tooth. deflections. Since the
deflected tooth is slightly behind where it hould
be ..the approaching tooth engages wi.!han impact.
Tip relief and sometimes root relief is applied 10

account for this interference, U is imperative that
the tip relief. especialJy with spur gears, does not
reduce the contact ratio below 1.0. though. A min-
imum contact ratio of L2 ensures conjugate action
(uniform motion) is maintained.

The correct amount of tip relief is a function of
the tooth stiffness and applied load. Tip relief can
be imparted to the teeth by modifications incorpo-
rated into the gear cutting tool. The actual tip
relief produced in the teeth is a function of the
diameter and addendum modification.

For standardized tooling. gearwheels tend to
receive a generous amount of tip relief, but pin-
ions tend to acquire liltle or none. Fortunately, in
speed reducing drives, the tips of the gearwheel
teeth engage first. The interference of the deflect-
ed tooth (Ref. 3) can be seen in Fig. 7.

Uniform load distribution can likewise be
affected by the elastic deflections of long and
slender pinions. Such pinions can suffer from
excessive bending and torsional deflections .. II is
especially important with case hardened gearing
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to apply a small. amount of end reliief to avoid
loading the end of the teeth.

RJm Proportions
The rim factor K8 considers the reduction in

ratings when the rim thickne s is less than 1.2
time the tooth depth. Excessive deflections of the
rim can seriously impair the reliability of the gear
to perform properly (Ref. 4).

While AGMA suggests a factor of 1.2 times
tooth depth as a safe minimum, the gears with
higher specific load and those gearwheels with
very wide face widths require proportionally
greater rim thieknes or other mean of support to
counter these deflections.

l'ooth 'Geometry

The tooth shape or geometry also plays a major
role in the overall performance of gearing. The
constant angle between the line of action of invo-
lute gear teeth and the common tangent to the
kinematic pitch circles at the pitch point is called
the pressure angle.

Standard pressure angles evolved to rationalize
the tooling required to produce gears. The
Australian tandard AS 2938-1995 for gearing
promotes the use of [SO 53 tools with 20° pres-
sure angle. Various other standard pressure angles
are used, though.

The operating pitch line speed of the gears
tends to govern the choice of pressure angle for Eli

given application. At one extreme, pressure angles
of ]4.5°, IS°. 16" or 18.5° are employed to mini-
mize noise and vibration excitation at high pitch
line speed by virtue of a greater number of teeth in
mesh (higher contact ratio) at any particular

r
in tant with such pressure angles. i

With higher loads and slower peeds, it becomes i
m re importaat to maximize tooth bending strength i
and pitting resistance. Pressure angles of 20".
22S, 23° or 25" can be used on gears with high
specific tooth loads and low pitch line speeds.

The disadvantage of high pre sure angles is the
reduction in transverse contact ratio (number of teeth
in me h) and a :narrower top Land thickness. Despite
this, the use of a 25° pressure angle for low speed,

Inmrierence· at First POint 01 Conmet

~GearDriven

.~ Pinion DrIVinglIIustr,atlOn courtBsy of MMGGear, Zunch
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high torque drives has achieved wide acceptance in
many industries following its success in the gearing
of draglines used in open-cut coal mines.

The geometry factors I for pining and J for
tooth bending strength both benefit from pressure
angles larger than the traditional 20°. This is
because for a gi ven diameter, as the pressure angle
increases, a lower radius of curvature onthe teeth
can be obtained, and so in tum, the Henzian stres
is reduced.

Similarly, a gain in tooth bending strength
results from the increased tooth thickness at the
base of the tooth ..The 25° tooth form will carry
about 20.% more torque than the 20.° nominal
tooth form. all other factors being equal,

Addirionally,.lhe tooth geometry and effective
pressure angle can also be influenced by adden-
dum modification. Po itive addendum modifica-
tion is can idered crucial for low numbers of teeth.
(typically < 17) where the base circle. from which
the involute originates. intrudes on the active por-
lion of the tooth profile.

Positiveaddendum modification alleviates the

undercut. inthe root fillel region thai ensues from
this intrusion, Undercut can seriously affect the

tooth bending strength by reason of the narrower
(undercut) tooth thickness at the base. The contact
ratio call also be adversely affected [10m the
reduced length of active tooth profile.

The gearset likewise benefits from an increase in
the relative radius of curvature onihe pinion tooth,
thus improving the pitting resi tanee ..The maximum
sliding velocities occurring at the extrem points of
engagement can also be oplimized with judicia]
selection of addendum modification.

The gears will not perform very well or at all
without proper lubrication. Be ides reducing fric-
tion and preventing wear, the lubricant i also relied
upon to remove heat from the tooth surface .

In the case of the total 10 spray y tern . u ed
011 the open gears of metalliferous grinding mills,
cement mills, kilns and sugar mills, the air blast
used to purge the lubrication system hould not be
so great that it displace the grease from where it
has just been deposited on the pitchline of the
teeth. This can occur particularly with the low
base oil viscosity grades or the latest nonchlori-
nated solvent group of lubricants.

A reasonable surface finish is nece ary to
ensure the contact between meshing teeth. While
a smooth surface finish is desirable, il. is some-
times the bane of manufacturers to achieve a sat-
isfactory surface finish withlhe materials
employed. As the purity of gear steel increases,
the machinability of such materials tends to
decrease. The cleaner steels improve faugueresis-



ranee but orne trade-off ometimes occurs with
surface finish. To date. non of the iruernarienal

gearing tandard pecify limits on surface finish

other than the benefit of smooth pinion surface to
encourage work hardening.

lin addition to maintaining an acceptable ur-
face fini h OIl the Leeth,the root fillet region
de erve special attention, In this region, removal

of lineated 1001 marks aligned wilh the axis of the
(oolh by finishing or shot peening can eliminate

unde irable tre rai ers,

lnstaUation and Comml ioDing
Upon completion of th individual gears. the

two components can be me hed tcgether in the

workshop to show how well the gear might ulti-
malely pertorm, A simple mesh te t with 'the gear
and pinion set at the correct center di tanceand

planar relation hlp can verify satisfactory compli-
ance of run outs, profile, backlash and load distri-

bution rather than 'laking for granted thai. these
wiH be correct upon in lallation.

Dynamic te 'ling methods thal imulate jhe
operating conditions can be employed to provide
further informatinn. A no-load lesl can be u. ed to
verify satisfactory gear de ign, manufacture and
assembly ill terms of potentially acceptable noise
and vibration levels, atisfactory gear 'tooth align-
ment and bearing and lubrication operation.

A load test using either a brake or back-to-buck
lest can simulate the actual, service conditions for a

much better validrrtion. The back-to-back: test can
only be done with a pair of mirror-image gearbox-
es andno! without incurring some additional cost.

The assembly of gearboxes has been found to
directly affect Lheirreliability when put into ser-
vice. Since the gear case will have been machined
to suit the bearing race size. final a sembly must
maintain the proper fit. Tile overzealous use of
scaling compound on the gear case halves or sim-
ply a gap between top and bottom will a1lowl.hc

outer bearing ra e to spin, causing premature fail-
ure of the bearings and damage to the gear case.

In the case of rotating shafts. the fit of bearings

to the shaft is also critical The current de ign of

orne roller bearings uses reduced moe thickne .
The con equence can be increased hoop sire
culminating in breakage of the race, particularly if
the haft size i ,at the upper tolerance or greater.

The in taliauon can obviOusly have a direct
bearing on the reliability of the gearset, The gear
alignment and uniformilY of load distnhuuon
HCroS the wicillh of large gear' can be determined
from non-contact 'temperature measurement u lng

an infrared pyrometer (thennomcter). The founda-
lions and gear upport structure mustal a be ade-
quare and stahle to maintain these alignments.

10 bolLing downthe gearbox, an uneven foun-
dation willi distort. ihe gear case. Even just a small

amount of twist in the gearca e can significantly

affect the gear alignments. Thi aspect can orne-
times be used to advantage to achieve proper gear
alignment when the gearbo bore are not
machined just right,

Couplings playa vital function in the success

of a gear drive. A case in point is herringbone or
double helical gearing. which h the special need

where the couplings mu t nol re trier the axial
movement of the floating member. The choice of

couplings may also need to considerthe necessity

10 isolate the gear elements from sources of reso-
nant vibrations (or the coupled components from
the gear me h excitation).

Proper care and maintenance practices form an
essential ingredient in order that the potential or
intended reliability w.illbe realized .in service. The

benefit of a regular inspection program should not.

be underestimated. Condition monitoring methods
such as vibration levels, temperature measure-
ments. oil analysis, visual inspecuons and non de-
. tructive testing provide valuable information to

assure the long-term performance and reliability

of any critical or important gear elements.
In conclusion, the reliability of any gear set i

influenced by many facto .. The production f
gears involves some very sophisticated machine
tools and specialized processes and procedures, so
gears tend to be rather expensive items. The

designer plays a vital role in the uccess of th e
gearsets, but so too do those involved with 'the

manufacture, installation and maintenance.
The whole of life cost should be considered

since mediocr-e gear quality gearing rarely proves
worthwhile. since jhe downtime can also be very
costly. A considerable effort isexpended in pro-
ducing both good and not-so-good gearing, but
hopefully th preceding information provides
some msight into tile many aspects that contribute

to achievingthe be t and most. reliable gearing. 0
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• Unmatched software selecnon,
including bevel gear machine
correction package,

• Pentium· based technology.
• Complete training, and applications

support with ,everysystem.

3500 Series esc Gear
~anu&.cturi.ng Process, Contr,ol
Sys~ems offer full four-axis flexilbilityand
unsurpassed accuracy. Certification £0
.OOJmm traceable to NIST and probe

resolution to .00002mm. ~Oll get
grealerpro.ductivity, too, with up
to.20% faster thro.ughput and
capacities to 95" in diameter.

200 Series Systems proade all the
performance and durability of the larger
systems, but ln a compact size that's
perfect for high production parts up to
J 0" in diameter .
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GRS~2Dou.ble-Flank Gear RoUer
System combines proven performance
with easy-to-use PC compatibt .softw3lie
to make inspection accurate and simple.
Total composite, tooth-to-tooth and
runout tests detennineif parts conform
(.0 specification .. Computeranai1'ysis lets
users specify AGMAor DIN standards,

I then det.ennine the class .of gear
achieved .
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Dimensions Over Pins Gage measures
actuai1tooth thickness at the pitch
diameter. AlIDique constant-pressure
gaging head assures repeatability and
accuracy over the full range of the gaging
system while greater throughput allows
you ~o inspect more
parts and reduce
production costs,

Other M&MPrecision Systems
inspect jon products:
• Master G· ars
!! Spline Gages
• Variable Spline Indicators
- .FixnIre Gages
-Arbors
Free brochure Call9.37/85'9'-82 3
or fax 937/859-4452.
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ducing the new ISO

6336 gear rating stan-

dard and its methods of

calculation. The opin-

ions expressed herein

are those of the author

not necessarily those

of any organization of

which he is a member.

Note the value for As is
shown positive. It may
have a negative value,
which would change the
relationships accordingly.

Hypothetical tool
dedendum, 11m

t Basic rack
addendum, haP_-..1 1

Hypothetical tool -,- - - (,
addendum h Measured
Gear basic 'ra~'k tool (hob)
dedendum. hIP addendum, h.

J_L

Comparing Standards

One of the best ways to learn the ISO 6336
gear rating system is to recalculate the capacity of
a few existing designs and to compare the ISO
6336 calculated capacity to your experience with
those designs and to other rating methods. For
these articles, I'll assume that you have a copy of
ISO 6336, you have chosen a design for which
you have manufacturing drawings and an existing
gear capacity calculation according to AGMA
2001 or another method. I'll also assume that you
have converted dimensions, loads, etc, into the SI
system of measurement.

ISO 6336 looks into more details of your design,
so it requires about 80 input values compared to
about 60 for AGMA 2001. The additional informa-
tion required includes details about things like blank
construction, root fillet finish, lubricant viscosity,
arrangement of the gear set with respect to the bear-
ings and location of light load contact pattern with
respect to the bearings. We'll cover these differences
as they apply, section by section.

Input Data
Most of the input data is similar to other rating

standards, like AGMA 2001. The basic gear

Normal
circular pitch

ltIDa

Basic rack "Zero
Backlash" gear tooth

I Profile
~ngle,an

x m Profile shift -~-- ma 2 a
(zero backlash) ~or backlash

tooth gj

+ :u)\~
Hypothetical Hypothetical

tool and basic rack tool
reference line I reference line

xEmn
Theoretical manufacturing
profile shift

Fig. 2 - Hypothetical tool with zero backlash and finished gear (©AGMA)
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geometry values of numbers of teeth, center dis-
tance, outside diameters and face widths are the
same. ISO 6336 requires the input of minimum
safety factors for surface contact (pitting) and
root bending stresses. The safety factors are used
in the calculation of allowable working stresses in
parts 2 and 3. Whjle safety factors as low as 1.0
are permitted, most users will want to select a
higher value for root bending, such as 1.2 or
more. If the required safety factor is not achieved
with the input values of materials, geometry and
load, one or more of the inputs should be changed
until the required safety factor is reached.

Module, normal pressure angle and helix
angle are determined at the reference (generating)
diameter, based on a carefully defined basic rack
geometry per ISO 53. The basic rack is a gear
with an infinite number of teeth whose reference
plane is located where the tooth thickness and the
space width are equal. The basic rack is not the
cutting tool. It is conjugate to a hypothetic'll rack
shaped tool which defines the tooth shape.

Tooth thickness is defined in terms of the pro-
file shift factor X of a "zero-backlash" gear pair
derived from the basic rack geometry. (See the
article in July/August 1993 and a correction to
one of the formulas in JanuarylFebruary 1994 for
more information on basic racks and profile
shift.) The X factor and the tool geometry-tool
addendum, tip radius, protuberance and finish
stock allowance-are critical to the calculated
result. Figs. I & 2, from the AGMA ISO 6336
program user's manual, illustrate the principle. It
is important to note that the definition of tool
addendum used in ISO 6336 may not be the same
as you are using in your present gear rating pro-
gram, so that value may have to be adjusted for
input to the ISO 6336 calculation. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the ISO definition.

The input power or torque must be specified,
since the ISO dynamic and load distribution factors
are load dependent. Although the ISO standard lists
numerical application factor values which are iden-
tical to AGMA's, those values should be used with
caution. The ISO definition of application factor is
broader than AGMA's, including many "dynamic"
effects, such as the effect of tooth spacing devia-
tions whjch are part of the AGMA dynamic factor.
The differences are most noticeable in the calculat-



ed capacities of large, low speed, relatively less
accurate gears, such as those found in bridges, mill
drives, train positioners and antennas. The ISO
dynamic factor estimates gear pair resonance as an
equivalent single mass system with the mesh stiff-
ness as a spring. The ISO dynamic factor is strong-
ly influenced by the ratio between the mesh pass
frequency and the calculated resonant frequency of
the single mass model. High speed, lightly con-
structed, lightly loaded gear sets have high ISO
dynamic factors and low speed, heavily construct-
ed, heavily loaded gear sets have very low ISO
dynamic factors. Many of the "dynamic" effects
which AGMA includes in its dynamic factor are
shifted to the application factor by ISO. You will
need to be careful in your evaluation of the differ-
ences and in the application factor you choose to
evaluate your gear sets. The product of KA • Ky

should be nearly the same in both systems if rated
gear capacities are to be comparable.

Calculating the Dynamic Factor
The ISO dynamic factor calculation estimates

the rotational moments of inertia of the pinion and
wheel from the inside diameters of their rims and
their calculated root diameters with an adjustment
for webs, if any. The gear blank geometry must be
provided for this calculation. The mesh stiffness
and root diameters are calculated from the X fac-
tors and tool geometry, so accuracy of these input
val~es affects the dynamic factor. A smaller por-
tion of the dynamic factor is a function of tooth
accuracy, expressed as an ISO 1328 quality num-
ber. There is no consistent way to estimate ISO
1328 quality from AGMA 2000 quality numbers,
so the actual tolerances must be known or calcu-
lated, then ISO 1328 quality numbers recalculated
from the tolerances. The fundamental equation in
ISO 6336-1 for dynamic factor is:

Kv = (N· K) + 1
Where:

N is the ratio of mesh pass frequency to
resonant frequency.
K represents the effect of gear tooth accuracy.
Typical values of Ky for industrial enclosed

drive gears are 1.05 or less.
The basic ISO dynamic factor is Method B of

ISO 6336-1. Methods C and D are simplified ver-
sions of method B with applicability restricted by
their underlying simplifying assumptions.

The AGMA dynamic factor is included in ISO
6336-1 as alternative method E for those who pre-
fer it. If method E is used, it might be appropriate to
use a lower (AGMA) value for application factor.

Evaluating Load Distribution
Much of ISO 6336-1 is devoted to various

methods of evaluating load distribution across

Key:
hIP = Tool addendum

q = Stock allowance
for finishing

Fig. 3 - Dimensions and basic rack profile of the teeth (finished profile with undercut).

and between the teeth. Although different influ-
ence factors are defined for load distribution in
root bending stress and contact stress in the face
and transverse directions, the principal influence
on the load capacity of the gear set is KH~' the
face load distribution factor for contact stress.
KF~' the face load distribution factor for root
bending stress has a similar value and the trans-
verse load distribution factors KHu and KFu are
usually nearly 1.0.

The correct evaluation of the load distribution
factor is critical to obtaining satisfactory results
with ISO 6336, just as it is with other gear rating
systems, such as AGMA 2001. I suggest that you
try the various optional methods in ISO 6336
while making comparative capacity calculations
with your own gear designs, to develop experi-
ence with them. Since the mathematical defini-
tion of face load distribution factor is the same in
ISO 6336 as in AGMA 2001, you should expect
similar values of this factor from either method. If
the values are not within 10% of each other, you
should investigate further and resolve the differ-
ence. It may be necessary to make an experimen-
tal investigation or a detailed calculation of
deflections under load to get the "right" answer. It

Don McVittieis important to consider the effects of manufac-
turing variations as well as the average meshing is one of Gear Technology's

technical editors. He isconditions in this analysis. Method A is common-
president of Gearly used to evaluate KHR-assuming that a mathe-

" Engineers. Inc., Seattle, WA
matical model gives satisfactory results. Recent

and a former president of
investigations by an ad hoc group sponsored by AGMA. McVittie is a

ISOrrC60/SC2IWG6 in which the same gear sets licensed professional engi-

are calculated by different "correct" mathemati- neer in the state of

cal models have shown that the value of KH~can Washington and has been

vary more than 10% depending on small varia- involved with gear stan-

tions in the calculation method and the underlying dards development for more

assumptions. Future editions of ISO 6336-1 are than 25 years.
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expected to specify a. more detailed calculation

method as method B and to restrict method A to
experimentally verified values of KH~' In gener-
al. values of em calculated by AGMA 2001's
erapirical method are somewhat more' conserva-

tive than the values of KH~ commonly used as
method A by European manufacturers of imduslri-
aI enclosed drives,

Methods B, C and D are based 011 a simple
mathematical model of mesh deflection under
load, The mesh stiffness constant is the same as
the spring constant used inthe method B dynam-

ic factor. That constant is about 1/3 higher (more
stiff) than the factor which was 'Used in the
AGMA tandards. sn load distribution factors cal-
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culated by methods B, C and D tend to be higher
than AGMA values.

Method B as urnes a linear load distribution
model with constant mesh stiffness, similar to the
analytical method wlllcb was used in pre- l 995
editions of AGMA 2001 (See fig, 4). The funda-

mental input is the total loaded mesh misalign-

ment including tile effects of manufacturing van-
.atiolls,andela~<;tic deflections due to load. The

deflection of 'the wheel. haft can optiollally be
included in tile total mesh misalignment. Meth.od
.B doesn't implicitly recognize the benefits of
tooth crowning. bUE.it. doe recognize lite benefits
of running in and helix modification tocompen-

sate for torsional and bending deflections o:f the
pinion. The evaluation of total misalignment is
very important, since it has a large influence on

KHtl and 'the calculated capacity of 'the gear et, If
you elect to use method B, be ure to read all of
the detailed instructions and limitations which are
included in ection 7 onso 6336- L

The AGMA computer program for ISO 6336

allows the input of a KH~value (method A). the
input of a mesh misaligJIment (method 8) or the

input of derailed information about '!he me b to

calculate KHIl according Ito method C. Method C
is limited tothe case where the center of the pin-
ton is within 30% of th.e center of the bearing
pan. Gear sets which do not meet this Iiimit must

be calculated by methods A or 8. A subset of
method C (C I ) is a further simplification for sym-

metrically located pinions, but the same inputs
are required. Method C conside the gear et
arrangement, pinion shaft deflection. type of
erowniog or lead correctionand the location of
theligbt load contact pattern. 0 inputs for all of
tho e factors are required. Method Cia hit com-
plicated [Q use in hand calculation but, once pro-
grammed, allows the user to see the effect of
changing pinion proporticnsand crown or lead
corrections. Method C can give results which are

similar to the empirical method of AOMA 200]
for heavily loaded narrow face width pinions.

Lightly loaded wider faced pinions can be heavi-
lypenalizea Method D is a further simplifi.cation
of method Ct for symmetrically located pinions.

This concludes our exploration of ISO 6336-1 ..
~t contains lite most important influence factors,

whichare also the most difficult to evaluate and
which have the most potential to be different from
AGMA or other calculation methods,

The calculation methods for surface contact
(pitting) stress and root bending stress ill ISO

6336 are very similar to AGMA 2001. The nom-
inal stresses, which depend only on load and
geometry, have similar values. The combined
effects of the genera. influence factors from
ISO 6336-1 modify the nominal tre ses to "cal-
culated" values which have essentially the arne

definition as AOMA's "stress number .." Most
of the difference between gear ratings by ISO

I 6336 and AGMA 200] are explained by the
general influence factor of ISO 6336-1. These
general influence factors offer tile greatest
opportunity for further research and improve-
ment of the standard. Users of the tandard will
need to exercise good judgment in picking the

celculanon methods to be used and the values, of
input variables in order to be satisfied with the
calculated results ..0



Hydrauli'c v__ Mschanic,al

10e adv(Jn'fCl~e5ole obvious:
• <.000 12" TIR

• Maintenance free totally enclosed system ensures
trouble free operation.

'. Workpiece clamping for:
Grinding Sharpening TUrning
Milling Inspection Balancing Fixturing

• Standard hardness: 52-54 HRC.

• Multiple workpiece clamping.
Hydraulic Arbor wilh and without gear.
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ner-is deserving of our company's spe-
cial recognition."

'Iimken supplies Chrysler with seam-

less steel tubing used to manufacture gears
and races for autornarictransmisslons,

Industry In Motion
SCHA:FEIi1:GiEARACHIEVES
OS 9OOIlIISO900-2SlATUS

Schafer Gear Works, a manufacturer
of gears and related components for

industrial, automotive, agricultural, air-
craft avionics and consumer products

companies,has met the requirements of

the International Standards Organi-

zation for its South Bend, IN plant and
has been awarded QS 9000/ISO 9002
registration, according to Bipin N.

Doshi, Schafer president
The qualification process, acoording to

Schafer quality assurance manager,
Robert Worrell,. was undertaken on the
company's own initiative. Although not a
Tier 1 supplier providing products direct-
ly to the end-product manufacturer, but
rather through other sub-supplier,

Schafer management initiated the process
to improve its ow. internal performance
and to offer its customers the benefits of
'TIer ] -level quality and service.

:IMTS 98 YOUTH SUMMIT PLANNED
It .I.S common knowledge that the

machine tool industry faces a shortage of
skilled workers-the workforce is getting
older and there are not enough youngpeo-
ple entering manufacturing to replace
them. To meet the need of introducing stu-
dents to careers inmanufacturing technol-
ogy, a diverse group of industry leaden.
has planned the IMTS 98 Youth Summit.

The primary aim is to' utilize IMTS as
a means of attracting students to careers
in manufacturing technology. At the
show, students will learn that the number
of job openings within the industry is
high and that begining precision machin-

ists and toolmakers command impressi ve
salaries, They will also see that grimy,

dimly-lit, rust-belt workplaces are histo-
ry, replaced by high-tech, computer-
driven "dean room" environments and
that manufacturing desperately needs an
infusion of skilled and trainable workers.

Members of the group putting on the

IMTS 98 Youth Summit include the

American Machine Tool Distributors
Association, The Association for
38 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

Manufacturing Technology, Focus:HOPE,

Gardner Publications. Inc., National
Coalition for Advanced Manufacturing,
National :Institute for Metalworking Skills,
National Tooling and Machining

Association, Precision Metalforming

Association .. Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, Tooling and Manufacturing

Association and Vocational Industries of
America.

IMTS 98, September 9-16, 1998, at
Chicago's McCormick Place, will be the

largest International Manufacturing
Technology Sh.ow in the 7]-year history
of the event Over 1,400 exhibitors will
showcase 50 million pounds of advanced
technology over 1.3 million square feet of
exhibit space ..

'CARBIDE IM'ANUFACTURING CELL IHELPS
PFAUTER·MAAG CUTTING TOOLS

IMEEflNCR'EASED D'EMAND'
fOR: SOUD CA_RBIDEHOBS

Faced with unprecedented industry
demand for its solid carbide bobs, Pfauter-
Maag C-utting Tools has established the

industry's first carbide manufacturing cell

at its ultra-modern manufacturing facility
in Rockford, lliinois.

TIlls dedicated resource, consisting of
the most advanced eNC grinding
machines available, allows Pfauter-Maag
to meet both increased demand and
address the special handling and quality
issues carbide tool production involves,

TIMKENI SlEEL W,INS CHRYSLER
SUP,PUERAWA_RD, TWO

YEARS, RUNNIN.Gi
For the second year in a row, the

Timken Company Steel Business has been

awarded the Chrysler Corporation's Gold
Pentastar Award for exceptional. quality,
delivery and warranty performance.

'The Tirnken Company has a reputa-
tion for manufacturing quality products,"
said Dan A. DeMare, senior buyer,
Chrysler Corp. "But this award also rec-
ognizes its exceptional service and deliv-

ery to Chrysler. Once again, Tirnken's
performance-as a supplier and a part-

B.AIlZE:RSTOOL COATING APPOINTS,
PETER IBJORKMA'N PRESIDE:NT

Balzers Tool Coating, Inc., a supplier of
thin film wear protection coating to man-
ufacturers and users in the metalworking
industry, has appointed Peter Bjorkman to

the position of president, replacing Roger
D. Bollier who left. to become president of
N.C. Industries. Previously, Bjorkman was

the president of
Balzers Sandvik, a
joint venture compa-
ny in Stockholm,

Sweden, serving the
wear protection coat-
ing market

Scandinavia.
in

AJAX. iMAG,N'ETHERMIC APPOIN-rS NEW
OU1ECTOROF !MARKETING

Frank C. Wilson has been appointed
Director of Marketing for Ajax
Magneiliermic Corporation. Wilson has
been involved inlhe induction heating
business for over thirty years. His ex peri-
ence includes all areas of sales and mar-
keting. as well as technical application
and machine design concept expertise.

In his new post, Wi) on will be respon-
sible for the four U.S. servicecenters that
provide coil repairs and rebuilds, replace-
ment coils and other maintenance and
repair parts and ervices. Wilson will also
provide other marketing services in sup-
port of Ajax's sales efforts ..

lUNDBERG EXPANDS OPERATIONS-
IRECEIVESDUALITY RECOGNITION
Lindberg Corp. (Nasdaq: LIND),lhe

largest commercial. heat treater in 'the
United States, has announced the estab-

lishment of its first heattreating facility in
Monterrey, Mexico. The site is expected

to be fully operational during the econd
quarter of 1998. "We will process materi-



als for a variety of metal-working cus-
tomer thai. were identified in a recent
market study," said Leo G. Thompson,
president and CEO. "Thi will establi ha
base of operations that could expand over
Lime to meet other market need . We are

• -_--.-IINDUSTRVNEWS _

phone number will be 847-292-3625a.nd
the fax win be 847-292-3613.

The'DOC' mi sian Ires es the need to.
expand the Nonh American marketplace
for die cast components of aJ I major alloys.
11. provides design. specification and sourc-

IF YOU KAYlE AN INDUStRY NEWS ITEM
VOU'iDUKE TOSHiA'RE. PlEASE SEND lITTO

GEAR TECHINOLOGY
P.O. BOX 1426
ELK GROVE V:ILLAGE. IL 16001)9

excited about the opportunities we have ing assistance to OEMs as well as litera-
di covered in Mexico, particularly in the
growing metal-working market of north-
ern Mexico."

Lindberg al 0' announced the acquisi-
tion of Houston Heal Treating Company,
which primarily serves the oil and gas
industries. Privately held Houston Heat
Treating reported sales of about $6 mil-
lion in 1997. Terms of the ca h deal were
not disclo ed. "This will be our ecoad
division ill1 the Hou Ion market," said
Thompson .."Our other recent acquisitions
have focused on the aerospace industry.
In keeping with our expansion strategy,
we are continuing 10 search for profitable
heat-treat businesses serving .3 variety of
industries. "

In an unrelated matter, Lindberg
Corporation's Industrial Steel Treating
Division, located in Huntington Park, CA,
bas been awarded iii letter of compliance to
the AS-9000 aerospace quality standard.
The division had previously received and
continues [0 maintain 1S0-9OOO and
NADCAP (North American Defense
Contractors Accreditetion Program)
accreditation. Lindberg's Vac-Hyd
Division, located in Rancho Dominguez.
CA, was the first commercial heat treating
operation in North Ameri.C3t to receive an
AS-9000 letter ofcompli aace in late 1997.
The Industrial Steel Treating Division
provide heat treating and brazing ser-
vices for customers primarily in theaero-
pace industry.

N~DCA ASSUMES
MANAGEMENT OF1"HEDIECAS1iING

D'EVELDPMENT CDUNCU
The North American Die Casting
A celation will a sume management of
the Diecasting Development Council
(DDC), the marketing affiliate of
NADCA. The new Executive Director of
the DOC will be Leo 1. Baran. and, under
the new management, the DOC will relo-
cate to 9701 W. Higgins Rd., Suite 855,
Rosemont, IL 60018-472L The mew

nne, manuals, video production, regional
and on- ire . eminars and marketing and
advertising to help generate qualified sales
leads for DOC member companies ..0

TaU Us What You Think ...
If you found thiS article of Interest and/or
useful, please circle 203.

Amarillo Gear Company combines years of experience with
quality material's and workmanship to create spiral bevel gears
that are a.cut above the field,

Amarillo builds high quality spiral bevel gears up to 100
inches in diameter for industries across the globe. Each set is
manufactured for quiet operation and durability to suit the exact
production requirements of our customers.

Contact Amarillo Gear about your custom ,

application. You'H find a ready ear and a. . .. a.~.u.J-.LIM; if,
quick response to your needs. GftW"~.' ",.r

T~ ,t1'*~ ..
Amarillo Gear Company

P.O. IBox1769 Amarillo, Texas 79105 (806) 622-1273
FAX (806) 622-3258 ·www.amarillogear..com
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GROUND

The answer for your
most demanding
gear applications.
For loday's tig hter specification s,
conventional gear manutactu rl ng,
methods ju st don't cut It.
Niagara Gear does.
As ground gearspeclatists, we use the
latest grinding technology including
Reishaue r RZ300E fully Electronic Gear
Grinders and Gleason TAG 400 CNC
HiQh Production Gear Grinders.
By meeting even the most demanding
close-tolerance gear requirements, our
ground spur and helical gears give you:
• Over 30% mote load capacity

than commercial quality gears
• Higher gear quality - up to

AGMA Glass 15 with crowning,
• Quieter operation
• Uniform tooth profiles
• Lower costs due to the elimination

of scrap and amyhand sorting
More than 80% of our customers ate
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on you r next geal requirement ami
you'll see why.

800-447-239.2
iFax: 716-874-9003
www.niagaragear.com
email: info·@niagaragear.com
941 Military ·RoaJ:l· iBuffalo,. NY 14217
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.. .,GEAIR FUNDAMENTALS _

The Basics of Gear Metrology
and Terminology Part I

Edward lalwson,.
Senior A:pplications IEngineer, Mahr C'orporation

[ is very common for mose working in the gear manu-
·iacluring iJldusll'y to have only a. limited understand-
ing of the fundamental principals of involute helicoid
gear metrology. ihe tend ney being to leave the topic

vide numerical information pertaining ·10 given elemental
parameter : pecificarions of a production piece. Thi type of
test data often serve as the ba i for acceplJreject decision .
However, since analytical te ling i unavoidably ba ed on
sample type data ,(the number of teeth te ted, number of te t

traces per tooth). it. could fail. to detect anomalous errors such
a . nieki or hard pots. Composite action te ling. which
include observation of all surfaces of all teeth. would be 8.

more reliable melhod for detecting such errors which. though
not y uematic, ,eouM adversely affect product performance.

Analytical testing is. generally quantitative rather than
qualitative and is usually the mol valuable source of proce
control Infermation since proces variables 1I ually relate
more directly to elemental parameter . Like functional test-
ing, analytical testiag ob ervation can bebaed upon either
. Ingle flank or double Hank inspection practice. AGMA tol.-
erances are provided for involute profile, teothalignment
(formerly called lead), pitch and pitehline ru IlOUI.parameters.
All are single flank parameters except pitchline runout,

D
to specialists ill me gear lab. It is wen known that quiet, reli-
able gears can only be made using the information gleaned
born proper gear metrology.

Pari I: 'Gear lospedion
Gears are one of the rna t. common devices within the

world of engineering, offering an elegant solution to the prob-
lern of effechve power iran mi ion. Modern gear drive
designs must provide quiet, reliable service at high power
densities, which can only be achieved by u ing gears which
accurately embody a geometry like the involute helicoid sys-
tem. Gear metrology may be divided into two SUbtopics,
functional gaging and analytical te Ling. The e two categorie
of gear in pection provide fundamentally different type of
information, each with its advantage and di advantage ..
They can each be: further divided into ingle flankand double
flank testing procedure . [t is important to understand the
capabilitie and limitation of!hese categorie because mi -
conception about the proper m DtI1ingand 1I age of !he infor-
mation they provide are very common.

The funetional gaging type of gearinspeetion can be char-
aeterized as an. "attribute inspection," meaning that it deter-
mines if a given production pieee willi function as intended ;i,n
the product, It does not determine whether the various clemen-
tali specifications affecting functional perfonnance are in toler-
ance or control since lIch elements often combine in either a
cumulative QIj compen atory fa hion, Functional. gagitng is,
therefore, m re qualitative than qllantiUltive. More sophl tic' t-

ed versions of gear functionel gaging instruments can provide
an assortment of numerica! te t data. However, since most of
this information is based upon a fundamentally composite
observation. it is usually best applied [0 processperformance
raring exercises rather than to control of process variables as
these relate more di.rec!ly to elemental test parameter data.

FunctionW gaging observation can be based upon either sin-
gIe Hank '0 double flank meshing configurations of the master
and production gears. The ingle flank version provides a direct
observation of transmission errol'S, while the double flanJl: ver-
sion provides observation of variation of center distance.

The analytical te ling type of gear in pection would be
characierizedas a "variable inspection," meaning thaI. it. pro-

IE PTe II BEI'IIOC lOB E R ·19·; 8 41

IFIg.1 - f,l.Inctionall Gaging; Singlel Flank Composite.
<C) ANSIjAGMA 2OOO·A88 ..

IFig. 2 -IFunc1:ionaJ Ga!lin!l: IOouble Flank Composite,_
© AINSIJA'GM_A 2OOO'-A__ •
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II Single Flank.vs. Double .Flank

Single flank testing provides. observations (analytical or
functional) of gear geometric quality involving onJy one flank
ata time. The data provided is tangential rather than radial in
direction, thereby offering information about the way the gear
operates-an advantage over double flank testing 'Operations.
A single flank composite testi~g instrument (see Fig. 1) pro-
vides two spindles. to carry !:he master and production gears,
mounted in fixed locations en the instrument to simulate the
mounting of the gears at their proper center distance with back-
lash. Each spindle is fitted with a high-precision angular
encoder as well as a means to apply a braking load to one of
the gears as they are rotated through mesh, thereby maintaining
contact en the loaded flallk. The gears are placed on the spin-
dies, brought into single flank contact with backlash and rotat-
ed through at [east one revolution of the production gear,
During that rotation, variation in the relative rotational veloci-
ties of the gears is observed. This procedure is based upon the
assumption that two-perfect gears would produce zero variation
in rotational velocity, or IlO transmisslon error.

Double flank testing provides observations (analytical or
functional) of gear geometric quality involving both flanks
imultaneously. It provides radial rather than tangential data.

information related only indirectly to the way the gear oper-
ates. The double flank composite testing instrument (Fig, 2)

SEE US AT IMTS BOOTH #!E1·2332
provides two spindles to carry the master and production

CIRCLE 135 gears. One of the spindles is mounted in a fixed location on
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the instrument and the other is mounted all a linear slide
which is arranged to permit tile center distance berweenjhe
two gears to vary. A means is also provided to apply a. load to
the slide mechanism which will serve to maintain. zero back-
lashbetween the gears. In operation, the gears are mounted
on the spindles, brought. into zero backlash mesh and rotated
through at least one revolution of the production gear. During
that rotation, variation ill center distance between the gears is
'Observed. This procedure assumes that two perfect gears thus
tested would produce zero variation in center distance,

Double flank compo ite action test data can reveal radial
eccentricity or out-of-round errors thai can produce gear trans-
mission error. ]t cannot, however. reveal angular tooth position
errors which also produce transmission errors. Certain manu-
facturing processes (i.e, shaving) often produce gears with sig-
nificant angular errors that cannot be detected by double flank
testing. It is also not possible with this testing method to direct-
ly relate large tooth-to-tooth errors to gear function. including
noise problems. It can. however. find non-systematic errors
such as nicks, burrs or hard spots and it does offer an ideal
means for evaluating funcsionaltooth thickness based upon
observations of the average center distance during testing with
a calibrated. master gear. Occasionally. 'Oneof the spmdles is
fitted with. a gimble mounting to permit tilting in response to
line of contact errors in the production gear, For spur gears this
observation relates very well with tooth alignment errors.
However, for helical gears the rib ervation is equally and in ep-
arably affected. by both lead and profile errors.

mailto:GreatT.aiw8nGear@worldnetattnet
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IErrors Detected by Composite Action Testing
If the 'error ob erved during either a Ingle flank compo ite

action test, or a double flank compoite action te l. is plotred,
the re ulting trace willl.ypicaUy consist of'long term and
hart term error components,

The long term component is composed of two categories
of error. the most common occuring in a simi oidal pattern
once per revolution of the production gear and relating to the
eccentricity of its pitchline, Thesecond category relates to
errors of the gear' shape or roundness. For example, a thin-
walled ring gear which has been held ill a three-jawchuck
with exce ive force could display a long term error of three
cycles per revolution.

The hort term component is normally observed al a fre-
quency of one cycle per mesh cycle. lin a single flank. test, this
type of error relates to errors of tooih geometry and is directly
related to noise problems, which may only be inferred from
double flank tests. Frequency spectrum analysis of single
flank test data usually correlates very well with the noise pat-
terns generated by problem gears. Also, because short. term
errors oceuring in regions of substantial slope on the long term
component are affected accordingly, some standard permit
the removal of the long term component from the test data
before observations of the short term component proceed.

Occasionally. another pattern of short term error is
observed mthe single flank composite action test which does Fig'.3 -I'nvolute Promo lesting Probe. @ ANSIIAGMA2IJOI)..,A88"
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not correlate with 'the me rung cycle frequency. Commonly
referred to asghost harmonies.these patterns rypically relate
to kinematic errors in the associated machining operation .

Testing Mo.chines
The classic method of testing an involate i to employ a

base circle disk made 10, the same diameter as the base circle of
the gear to be tested ..That disk is mounted on a spindle which
can also carry the gear. The device must also provide a linear
slide arranged so as to 'Operate in a direction tangemialro the
base circle disk. The slide carries a straight edge which is held
in firm contact with the di k, A ensitive measurement probe is
also carried by 'the slide, The probe is placed so that .il will con-
tact one of the gear teeth w.ithin the plane of action.

Base eire le Disk
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The device is moved through a course of motion which
will cause the probe to traverse the gear profile from root to
tip following all involute path (Fig. 3). Because of the
arrangement of the inspection device, rotating the gear with
the disk and carrying the probe with the straight edge, this is
automatic. As the disk and straight edge roll past one another,
the straight edge and probe travel a linear distance equal to
the circumferential distance upon the base circle disk associat-
ed with the angle through which the disk and gear have been
rotated. During this motion, the probe is carried along within
the plane of action by the straight edge. If the cam (the invo-
lute gear tooth) is an accurate involute. the sensitive probe
will measure no error during the motion.

There are several different kinds of test machines. The
involute test instrument uses the method described above. The
straight edge mounted on the slide rolls tangentially with the
disk mounted on the spindle. The probe is carried within the
plane of action while contacting the gear tooth that is carried
along with the disk. A related device uses a master involute
cam on the spindle instead of the base circle disk. Thi cam
drives a follower on the slide which carries the probe. The
gear tooth's involute profile can also be inspected using a
coordinate measurement machine (CMM). This method con-
siders the involute helicoid surface in rectilinear coordinates,
a considerably more complex procedure than the classic gen-
erative methods described above am! not very common.

The most common category of involute test instrument today
is the CNC tester. These devices employ a rotary axis and linear
slides that are not. kinematically connected to one another.
Instead, each axis is fitted with a high resolution scale so thai its
movements can be controlled! by a CNC module. Typically, an
axis radial 10 the rotary axis positions the measurement probe to
contact the involute tooth flank wit.hin theplane of action, The
rotary axis and tangential linear slide are then commanded to
move at constant velocities such that the linear distance travelled
by the slide is equal. to the circumferential distance upon the the-
oretical base circle of !he gear associated with the angle through
which the rotary rods travels.

Another type of CNC tester uses the computer controlled
axes in a fundamentally different way to inspect the involute.
Such instruments move the measurement probe in a radial
direction only. while the rotary axis is moved in a nonlinear
relationship according to the given involute, This practice
lowers the cost of the instruments due to the lack oflhe tan-
gential measurernenraxis normally used to generate the invo-
lute according to the constant rise cam principal ..

Part D: The Involute Profile
An ideal gear would provide both the smooth running

properties of friction disks and the positive power transmit-
ting qualities of teeth. Thi can be accomplished by using
teeth with a geometry which conforms toothe law of gearing:
"In order for two gears to transmit uniform rotary motion,
the common normal of the mating profiles must pass
through the same point on their line of centers at every point
of contact." Such gears exhibit conjugate action, which is to
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say they exi1ibilprogressive contact. between mating teeth

while their p.itch circles rotate together at uniform, propor-

tionate velocities.
There are limide geometries which will satisfy the law of

gearing. but DO geometry accomplishes this task wi.th the ele-
gant simplicity of tile involute helicoid. system. Since it. mesh-

es with a straight sided theoretical r-ack, it can be accurately
manufactured with relatively simple, straight-sided cutting

tools. Tile involute helicoid geometry also has lite property of

operating on varied center distances w.ithout affecting its abil-
ity to provide unifonn transmission of rotational motion at the

same ratio. All other geometries are conjugate only at their
design center distance.

Involute Geometry

An involute can be defined as the locus of III point on a line
rolling on its base circle or, inthree dimensions, a base cylin-

der. It can be imagined like this: envision a lin can as the base
cylinder. Fa ten a string to some point on the can and wrap it
part way around while hokling it taught. The string now rep-

re ent III line or planetangentto the base cylinder. This i the
line (or plane) of action. Focus on a point where the string lie

wrappednext to the can and begin to lowly rai e the tring
away. keeping utanght all the time (Fig. 4). A i1 ri S, the
path foUowed by the point on the string a . it move up and

away from the can will be an involute At first, the point will

move nearly straight up from the surface of the can. [t will
then quickly begin to follow a curved path similar to an

Archimedes spiral. That path is the involute curve.
Two things are important to note here. The firs I. is !:hal. this

only occurs within dle plane of rotation. perpendicular to the
axis of the base cylinder. It is alsoimponam t.o note that, at any
point you wish to consider along the involute curve, the string
(line/plane of acl:i.on) is perpendicalar to the involute. Further,
the curvature radius of the involute is always equal to the length
oflhe string (line/plane of action) fromih involute to the point

of tangency of the string with the can (base circle/cylinder).
Consider now the same base circle (Fig. 5) with a single line

of action tangent to it. In this case, the base circle can rotate

about. its axis when Lliteline of action is pulled to the left Two
equally spaced points along the line of action have generated
twoparalJel involutes as the line of action was pulled left. The

distance between the involutes along the line of action is equal.

liig.4- Circ·lewitflltangent lines d'escribing an invoMe curve.
Courtesy of A:GMA
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to the distance along the circumference oli'the base circle. This
istrue because the am pain onlhe line of acaon (string) that
ha e generated these Iwoinvolute were once re ting upon the
surface of me base circle (can) before the involur were gener-
ated by puUing aw.ay the~lring.

The Involute Cam
Thi ,0 servation give rise to til ma t .impattanl. property

oflhe involute" that it will erve as a con rant rise cam to. a
follower that is constrained 10 move within the plane tangent
to the base cylinder of that involute. Imaginethat such a fol-
lower ha been po itioned wilhinthe plane of action and in
contact with the involute curve to the right. Now consider
what will occur if the base circle i rotated counterclockwise
through the angle required to move the involute at the right to
the position of the involute atthe left. The follower will be
driven to a position within rhc plane of acnon contacting the
left involute. It has been driven a distance along this Line
equal to the length of the base circle circumference swept by
the couotercleckwi e rotatlon of the base circle. Any such
rotation of lite base eire! and it involute "cam " will pro-
duce such a eonsiant ¢Ii placement of such a follower,

Figure 6. showstwo base circle with it Ingle line 'Of action
Langent to both. Involute 'profile from born base circle inter-
act with !he tring as we have een before but now, with tne
two circle arranged to . hare this single line of contact, we
can al 0 see the tWOB ociated sets of lnvol.utes interacting. II
can be een that these involute profiles only contact one
another within the plane of action. This condition also exist
for all involute helicoid gear, ts, where the mating tooth
flanks only contact one another within the plane of action
which is tangent to the base cylinders of both gears ..

Observe the interaction of these mating constantrise invo-
lute cams. Begin w.ilh the point of contact labeled 2 near the
ba e circle of the upper gear (driver) and at the on of the
lower gear (driven) in Figure 6. Now, rotate the driver COUD-

terclockwise !hrQugh an angle ne e _aT)' to move its involute
to location 3. A this move proceeds from location 2 to 3, the
point of contact with the mating involute is driven along the
line of action, carrying (he driven profile al 0 to location 3.
The di lance travelled alonglhe line of contact is equal to the
circumferential di 'lance along both base circle swept by
their rotation which wiU be in proportion tojheir diameters,
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Therefore. any rotation of the driver will cause an exactly pro-
portionate rotation of the driven gear according to their diam-
eter ratios.

PronJe errors - Symptoms
Involute profile errors can result in gear noise. strength

problems associated with dynamic load promoting fatigue
and durability problems associated! with localized contact
stress. Gear noise invariably relates to transmission error or
inconsistent rotational velocities caused by geometry errors.
Profile errors have a particularly troublesome effect upon

IFig'.7 - The Constant Rise Com praducea constant transmission
of rotational motion. Courtesy o. AGMA.

transmission error because they tend to be consistent in the
teeth of the gear. This causes transmission errors at mesh fre-
quency which is usually in the range of human audio acuity.
Also, since theerror is typically consistent for all teeth, the
associated mesh frequency transmission error is usually of
consistent amplitude throughout the rotation of the gear. This
is perceived by the ear as a pure tone which is much more
objectionable than a noise source of equal average amplitude
that exhibits a modulated frequency of amplitude.

Involute profile error can also adversely affect the
strength and durability of a gear. Tooth strength ratings are
calculated assuming that the torque load will be applied
consistently and that loads applied at the critical region
near the tooth tip will be shared by adjacent teeth entering
mesh. Profile errors can increase dynamic loading and tip
loading conditions thereby promoting fatigue and prema-
ture failure. Localized tooth contact stresses are also
increased by profile errors that accelerate pitting and simi-
lar durability failures.

Profile errors-s-Canses
It is clear the primary contributors to involute profile errors

are cutting tool accuracy and mounting errors. Cutting tool
geometry errors typically transfer consistently to the gear pre-
file on a one-to-one basis. Since other influences can also
affect the gear profile. it is important that the cutting tools are
significantly more accurate than the gears they are expected

CIRCLE 118
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on the same machine
with honing stones
mounted in tandem.

CHARACIERISnCS OFIHIJNED GEAcRS:
• Increased wear resistance
• High surfacelini sh
• Favorable machining marks for noise reduction
• law surface roughness guarantees. 8' psrmansnt oil film

MACHINE AEAlURES:
• 5 and 6 CNG controlled axes
• Synchronous drives an the K·400
• CNC control of lea d crown ing and ta per
• Short setup times

Fassler
Fassler CorporatiDn
11782 .N. Maple,IRoad
GermantDW.D, W11530Q2
Phone: 414·255~0695
IFax:.414-255·9616
IE-Mail:.•assl~er@e)C,ecpc.cDm

Fassler AS
Ringstrasse 2D
CH-'S60Or o i.ibendorf
Swi12e1l'Iand
Phone: 011~1I1.821,3745,
Fax. OI1'~1i1-B20-3906,
Web: lNWW.faess'leE-SD'.c!h
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____ IIGEAR FUND'AMENTALS _

10 produce. Mounting errors can be even more problematic. A
perfect cutting tool mounted inaccurately will perform no bel-
ter than a low grade, inaccurate cutting ·1001. The use of bent
or diny 1001 arbors and failure to check truing diameters are
possibly the rnosteommon and co tly ins occurring in gear
cutting operations. Errors ill cutting 1001 accuracy or mount-
ing tend to produce involute errors that are consistent when
one observes teeth located at various positions around the
gear, Errors in gear blank accuracy or mounting rend to pro-
duce involute errors that vary when one observes teeth
located at variou po itions around 11rIegear.

Gear blank accuracy and mounting errors are ,compo ed
of two categerle • eccentricity and out-of-round.
Eccentricity conditions produce ainu oidal pattern of vari-
arion in the lope trend of the involute test trace taken at
various positions around the gear. Out-of-rouad conditions
produce deformation ofmvolute trace a. cording to the
given roundness error pattern. Radial runout of a. gear
caused by either an eccentric blank or an eccentric mounting
of a good blank will cause a characteristic error pattern in
which the profiles will display a slope error that varies in a
sinu oidal pattern around the gear), This category of appar-
ent profile error w.ill not adverselyaffect the strength or
durability of a gear or contribute to the generation of noise.
Runout can be the source of several type of problem that
affect gear performance. However, the sinusoidal pattern of
profile slope errors it creates is not one of those prob\ems.

It is possible to produce a gear with a substantial out-of-
round condition thaI would exhibit proper conjugate action
with a mate. Such gears are sometimes preduced when a
cyclic acceleration/deceleration is de ired in a mechani m.
However, when a gear Ihal is intended to be round i deformed
into an out-oi-round condition during manufacturing, it cannot
be expected to operate without an a soeiared detrimental
effect, as would be the case with simple eccentriciry,

Recognizing the absence of detrimental effects from
eccentricity-based apparent profile error, procedures have
been employed tllal. tolerance only averaged profile errors.
This practice is inadequate because averaging may also
remove the detrimental effects of out-of-round conditions.
Rather, it is only correct to adjust test results according to the
gears simple eccentricity condition which has fi.rsl. been
determined by analysis of its radial runout or by II more com-
plex geometry-based analysis of !he profile traces. Watch for
the conclusion in the next issue of Gear Technology. 0

Tell Us Whit You Think, ..
If you found this article of interest and/or useful, please circle
21M.
For more information about M.hr Corporation, please circle 205.



lor 11;,11' "otum. ,.ar fnsp.dion
sys'ems, rou fan', bea' Moore.H.,.l, wll,:
.MOO., Esp.ri.nc.
Moore has 6een designing and producing
high quality, re/iable gaging systems lor
more ;han 50 years.
MOOlfr.d.ni,a' ladc·~pl
Moore's U.S. operations provides, over
1,000 emploYBf!5 ,and a 375,(XX) .sq. ft.
manurodIJring rocility, full engineering
services, plus additional operations
worldwide,
MOORfHigh-end """011.;'5
Nioore's Gaging Division draws on the
technical skjl/s and experience of the
Moore Products Co., fnsl'nJments and
Con/ro/s Division, which produces
slofe-of-the-arl computer systems
,and software for process control.
_~~OQIE'J,Siz.'
Moore is, large enough to'
handle major programs
and specialized enough
to assure' you per~nal
attention. rtl: '·2'5·616·7400 fill., 2352

,F,n: r ·.215·653·1J>347
'_1IaI _ ,.IMMo", GMt rea:::::

- -

III ..
f"fr~ ~/l"'''''-''' ,1'..,:_ ....."", 9""'"

-------

Call Or fax TI,. Moora Gear
Ga9;"9 bper's How

I -'Io\..:xiu.lot gt"llf hi'lrIk 'I,ttrr
----

,Moore' Products Co., Gaging Division
Sumneytown Pike,. Spring House, ,PA 19477 .ft,_ '"

CIRCLE 11'06



Does Your Product' Require
Precision Ground Gears?

Bevel and
Hypoid

Gears to
.AGMA 13+ I

Gears to
AGMA 1'4+

Curvic
Couplinqs:

to the
Highest
Quality

We've been producing ultra-high-precision
ground gears, Curvic Coupllnqs', tapered rack
and pinions, and precision worm and worm
wheels lor world-leading machinery companies
lor five decades.

Aillow us to quote YOUir next requirements.
Prototype or low production ...11to 1000 is our
specialty.

For more inlof11latlolJ' and "derences tax or Iwrite les Kennedy,
SUDA lilt. ,(iear Works N. AmeriCan Office,

P.O.{J(}X#4, pimtorrt NY 14534
FAX: 716-385-8537

1;1511:1
Suda :lntemalionaJ Gear Wofk~j' ,Ltill.

C\l1Nk COIlplill9' is a registe!eC tTadema.k ofThI!: Gleil£OOWClI<s

CIRCLE 176
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____ TECHNIICAL CAlENIDAR.' _

Aug. 10-14. Heat.Treabnent of SteeL Materials Park, OH. A com-
prehensive course covering practical heat treating of steels, atmos-
phere control. quenching. temperature control and equipment types.
For more .information, e-mail: mem-servtepo.asm-inu.org or cal]
440-338-515 L

Sept. 9=16. IMTS 98. McCormick Place, Chicago, IL.
Pavilions for Abrasive Machining/Sawing/Finishing, EDM.
Environmental Safety & Plant Management, Factory
Automation, Gear Generation, Lasers, Metal Cutting, Metal
Forming & Fabrication, Quality Assurance and Tooling and
Workholdlng Systems. The Society of Manufacturing Engineers
will also hold its Manufacturing 98 conference, For [MTS infor-
mation or registration, log on to www.imls.org. For SME con-
ference information, log on to wwwsme.org.

Sept.21-25. AGMA Advanced Inspection Course. Richard I,
Daley College, Chicago, IL. Advanced gear inspection and trou-
bleshooting workshop. For more information, log on to
www.a.gma..orgor call 703-684-021 L

Oct. 12-15. .ASM International Ma~erials Solutions
Conference and Exposition 1998. Ro emonl Convention
Center, Ro emont, IL. Where research and development meets
industry for information exchange and networking. For more
information contact ASM Oil-line at www.asm-im.orgleven.t98 or
by phone at (440) 338-4634 ..

Oct. 20-24. Euro-BLECH 98. Hanover. Germany. The 15th
year for this outstanding international industrialtrade show with
over 1000 exhibitors from across the world. For more informa-
tion visit the Euro-BLECH Web she at www.Euro-BLECH.de.

OcL 25-27 • .AGM.A Fan Technical Meeting. Cincinnati, OH.
The Fall Technical Meeting feature seminars and papers on the
design, analysis, manufacturing and application of gears, gear
drives and related products, processes and procedures. For more
information. call 703-684-0211, fax 703-684-0242 or log on to
www.agma.org.

OeL .26-29.!MET. McConnick Place, Chicego, IL. !MET is an
umbrella event comprising MffECH (Computer Technology for
Design and Manufacturing), Motions Systems Technology
Week '98 (PT Design Show, Hydraulics & Pneumatics Show,
Motion Controls & Sensors Show), Industry Week's Best
Practices from America's Best Plants Conference, Computer
Aided Engineering's Getting the Most from 3D and Parametric
Design, Industrial Equipment & Maintenance Expo '98,
Electronic CAD Conference and Metal Components Expo. For
more information, log 011 to www.imetcongress ..com.

Tan Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or useful. please circle 2D6.

http://www.imls.org.
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&WGEAR
__I_'ACHINES

(FRo.M 8" TO. 98'" DIAl\IffiTER)

UMo.DELS

STARTING AT 39,995

DE. (SHOW)

10'" GEAR. DIAMETER

3" F CE WID'TH
MAX ..P.TCH: 4.2 DP

"CNC" $159',995
"MANUAL" $'64,795

GEAR SHAPIN'G MACHrNES

(!FROM 3" TO. 78" DIAME.TER)

38 MODELS

STARTING AT $35,995

MODEL #GH8-6FP '(SHOWN)

8" GEAR DIAMETER

6" FACE WIDTH

50T06.3 DP

POWER. TAILSTO K

AXIALlRADIA~ FEED

$46.,995

'GEAR HOBBIN'G MACHINES
Call.oow .f01 more information:

TEL (323}19-33-7191 .FAX(323)'933-74B7

B,A·Slle
IMACHIINETOOILS,

CIRCLE 113

Bastern representari ve
SPE'CK GEAR. SERVICES, me.
Phone: (630) 213·8340 Fax: 8441.
P.o., Box 88177, Carol Stream. lL 60188
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I,NDU'CTliON FIXTUR.ES

The LR-Pf\.K data sheet de-
scribes induclion lift rotate flX-
lures useful for heat treating
part such as transmission O.D.
race , I.D. cams, hubs. spindles,
C.v. joints and gears. LR-PAKs
are completely assembled and
interconnected.

Ajax Mognetlbemlic COI:'[JJ•.
1745 Overland A"t'noe
Warren. OB 4448,2
800·547·]527
Fax: 330·37l-8608

CIRCLE READER SERVICE j153

:::....---~~~
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IITW HIEARTLAIND
ITW Heartland Model 3500
Bear Analyzer is designed for
u, e inthe gear laboratory or on
the factory floor. II is suitable
for either process inspection or
final inspection. Measures COIll-

posite, runout, ize, nicks. tooth
action. lead and taper.
Measurement accuracy in
microns.

CIRCLE READER' SERVICE 1170
54 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

GEA'R ROU'GHIING, AND
F:INIISHING CUnERS

A/W y~lem~Co. manufactures
new spiral culler bodies in
diameters of 5" through 1.2".
AfW can also supply roughing
and fmishing cullers, hardware
and replacement parts for mo t
5"-12" diameter bodie .

For more i:nfonnaUon contact:
A/W Systems Co.
Royal Oaks MI, 48067
Phone: (248)544-3852
Fax: (248)544·.3922

CIFICLE READER SERVICE "154

CNIC FORiM GEA'R
GRIND'ERS

'The S- Rl 70 NC machine
allows you to grind a large vari-
ety of parallel axis gears and
worms, It is good for frequent
change-over environment as
well as mediumand high volume
production runs, Thanks to the
ability to dress the.grinding wheell
onboard, the toolcost is very I'ow.
For an application stlJdy. contact
S I America. Inc. at
Ph: (248) 548-7177
E-mail: usasu@cclTJCelltric.l.rel

CIRCLE IREADER SE,F!VICE 11163.

,1lIIrasu
CImIl ......
-=Goo-""'=a.~......""~=---i-~
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HYDRAULIC CHUCKS
Schunk Inc, has eX-P<Ifldedil lock
of hydraulic chucks 10 include
more AT taper chucks. HSK
chucks, Grinding chucks, New
Flange-Mounted chucks, plus a
greater selection 'Of reduction
leeves. Schunk hydraulic chucks

provide a Total Indicated Run-out
(TIR) value less than .OO3mmand
are guaranteed for one yea]".
Custom de igns are available.
Schunk Inc,
Morrisvil1e,. NC
(800)772-4865
CIRCLE READER: SERVICE t159

CLAMPING TECHNO~OGY
Clamping Technology features
Emuge Corp's comprehensive
program for precision meehani-
cal, hydraulic and mechani-
cal/hydrauli.c clamping prod-
ucts including arbors, chucks,
diaphragm chucks. spindles.
drawbars and machine opera-
tion measuring system . :Cu -
tom workpiece designs are used
to illustrate a broad sampling of
Emuge clamping solutions.

CIRCLE READE'R' SERVICE 1156

DURA-BAR
Continuous ca I iron from Dura-
Bar performs like free-machin-
ing steel. but with I 0% le s
weight. And Dura-Bar's superi-
or vibration damping charaetee-
istics make for quieter running
gears. Available in diameters
from 5/8"-20." and lengths of
6'-20'. Contact Dura-Bar for the
latest data on gear noise.
Phone: 800·BAR-MlLL

(227·6455)
Fax: 815·338-1549
E·Mail: sales@dUTu·.boT.COIn'

CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1155

GIEAR ICiHIECKE,R
Moore Products' Divers I
Center Distance Gear Checker
permits ·easy monitoring of tight-
mesh gear characteristics. Ad-
justable system promotes quick
changeover: one gage in. pects
all parts. Advanced software
permits quanlilaliveanalysis ..
provide proces control and
statistical an alysis reports, Pro-
duce wide range of results
including runout, sectional
runout, average and maximum
tocth-to-tooth action rutd more.
CIRCLE READER S£RV1CE 1179

mailto:usasu@cclTJCelltric.l.rel
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IDOUBilE FLANK GiEAR
ROU TESTERS

New color brochure offers de-
scriptions and specifications of
Mahr DFI Series gear measure-
ment insnumems and WinGe;u4',
Window -based test and evalua-
tion software. System provides
automatic, push-button measuse-
ments and lesl analysi to DIN,
ISO and AGMA standards. Mahr
COFpOradon, 11435 Willi.amson
Rd.,- Cincinnati, OU 45241.
Phone: 1-8.00-969-1331.
Fax: 513-48.9-2020.
C,lRCllE REAIDER SERVICE '157

HOW TO ESTABUSH
A PRESENCE ON
THE GEAR INDUSTRY
HOME PAGflIt'

ICY,BERSPACE IS IC.AtLiNG
A Company Page in The Gear
Industry Home Page Internet
Buyers Guide lets you. sell yom
products or services to gear
industry CEO, engineers and
managers around the world. This
is ihe best Internet deal around.
Call 847-437-6604 for a FREE
brochure or send e-mail to
people@geCirtedll101ogy.com.

CIRCLE READER SEFMCE '275

.1 OIM- Gear Hobbers,
Shapers, Grinders and
'Inspection Machines.1 •.. _ nufacture/Rtrofll/Rebulld
of Your Barber-Colman Machines.1 Pa ..../Servic./iR - -I" ofy,our
Banber-Colman, Bourn & Koch Machinery

2!iOOK.shwau •• SL
Rockfol1l. It 811M
1'!!!!!!eI11519liS-4ll13
F.. 11151_'
E·n'lall: boum&kochCllworldntUlI.ntt
W.b Srt.~~.bQY!m.kQch.com

SEE. US AT IMTS BOOTH #&2·5473 CIRCLE 172

mailto:people@geCirtedll101ogy.com.


When it comes to double flank
inspection,

High Speed Automatic In-Line Inspection

put your trust in the people
who invented the process.
Since 1936, has been the leader in double flank inspection.

/1Th1!'1 Heartland offers both automatic and process inspection for
internal and external gears, both spur and helical. For complete

details, contact the gear inspection experts by phone, fax or e-mail.

I [§1L Heartland
A Division of Illinois Tool Works Company

Portable Computerized
Process Inspection

1205 36th Avenue West
Alexandria, MN 56308
Phone: 320-762-8782
Fax: 320-762-5260
E-Mail: itwgears@gcteJ.com

CIRCLE 110

Visit our Web Site at: www.l1ctel.com/-itwgears/itwheart.litm

mailto:itwgears@gcteJ.com
http://www.l1ctel.com/-itwgears/itwheart.litm


_------------.IPRODUCTNEWS:-------------
Welcometo our Product INews pigi. Here 'WI filature new IProducts 01 interest 10 '!lie 'gellf and gllsr products mLricab. 1o,gat mDra ioronn liDO DO'!IIasl' iitems, pleUl
circ'lellie Reader Service NumhershDWo. Send your Inow p~oduC1 rel'eases to( Gesr fechnaiagy. 1401 Lunt Annue. Elk Grovi ViIiIlOB, IL00001, IFltx~147-431-661_

P\o,wer Dry Cutting IRevolutioniz,es
Bevel and Hypoid Gear Production
Gleason Pfauter HurLh Worldwide

Sales he. introduced a new proce for'
face h'Obb.ingand face milling bevel gears
and pinion thai reduces production lime
by 50-80'k versu eonventional methods.
The "platform" for the new process.
called Power Dry CUtting. i a Gleason
PHOENIX 6-Axis CNC CUlting Machine .
equipped with advanced new [ooling and
an 11'1I1ovative chip di po al y lem. The
system i capable ofpreducing n...etimes
the urface peeds of conventioaa! cut-
ting. while at the same time producing
parts with ut the use 'Of coolant, S'Ochips
are dry and easy to recycle, parts are
clean. andthe work area is dry and afe.
For more information. contact: Brian
Cluff at Gleason Pfauter Hurth
Worldwide Sale at (8W3) 282-3000. by
fax at (815,) 282-3075. via e-mail at
sales@p/:alller.com or on the Internet at
www.pfaurencom.

CIn:leJm

1ihree-~lIne'•.E1'ectrically-Beated Bell
IConveyor Oven From G~ieV8

No. 794 isa three-zone. alcctri aJly-
healed ben conveyor oven from Grieve.
This unit has a maximum operating tem- 1
perature of 50QoFand a work space of '
30"W x 96"D x. 24"H. The conveyor con- .
sists of an I.S" long open belt I'Oading
zone, 36" long insulated unheated
entrance vestibule. three 32" long insular-
ed heat zone with independent recircu-
lated airflow and temperature control,

[2" long insulated unheated exit
vestibule and 60" long open unloading
zone. 111eo. 794 also features alu-
minized teel interior and exterior, as
well as 4" thick insulated wall, a three-
pen. 10" diacireular chartrecorder ami. a
24" x I n x I" flatwireconveyor bell. with
112 bp motor drive and variable speed
'!'rom 1.5 to 4.3 inches per minute, A cus-

tomer-specifted, multi-color pain! finish
was also supplied by Grieve on this COD-

veyor oven. For more information, please
contact Frank Calabrese. atienal Sales
Ma:nager. The Grieve Corporation, at

(847) 546·8225, by fax at (847) 546·
9210. ur send messages ...ia e-mail at
bandc@inreracce s.com.

,Circle30l

THE PURDY
CORPORATION

S86 Hilliard Street P.O. Box 1898, Manchester. CT06045·f898 U.S.A
Telephone: 860 '649-0000 • Fax; 860 645-6293

Home' Page.:,http://Www.purdytransmfssions~,o.m
E~Mail: sales@purdytransm;ssions.com

CIACllE 122
SEPTEM,BERIOCTOBER' .... 57

mailto:sales@p/:alller.com
http://www.pfaurencom.
mailto:sales@purdytransm;ssions.com




_------------IPRODUC1NEWS-------------
I . equal! :in quality t.o the original oil. The l Oilpure Technologies. In. I (116) 429·

VaclJUm Jet Dehydrator provide a low 0.0 t 5000, or by fax at (7] 6) 429·5005.1
capability of removing water from metal-
working oils, in one pass removing dis-
solved water down to 100 ppm. The Lexair Direct Mount C'ollet Chucks
OilPure Waler Sensor detects leakage of : Lexair's direct mount collet chuc
walerinto all types of petroleum-based and : b.olt directly to the lathe pindle nose and
ynthetic oil-basedindustrial o:il and can : can be used on any spindle that in rpo-

be calibrated to the sensitivity raage of the : rates a draw tube type actuator. They fea-
For more inforrnation ,contal ! ture a imple puU back design and are

Koepfer I:ntr,oduces Hi'gb Speedl, Eight-
Axis eNC Ho'b'bing Machine

The Koepfer Model 160 machine has
been designed to provide an optimum
gear cutting ystem for ilrmt" pinion and
gear work up to 60mm. 2.36" diameter,
The machineindude eight axes of CNC
comrol, In addition to the normal bob-
bing comrol axis •.the Model. ]60 include.
the tail lock and gantry loading arm pe i-
lion, which reduce setup Lime and
improve overall efficiency, A unique
slant bed de iga provide ideal chip flow
and ulJow the user' choice of dry or wet
hobbmg, The cutter spindle is capable of
speedup to 5,000 rpm with the work
spindle designed for i"OOOrpm. These
high pindle speeds allow optimum uti-
lization of coated carbide CUlling 1001

even when hobbing parts of mall diame-
ter' or with low numbers of leeth, The
Model. 160 includes current technology
such a 'polymer bed, preloaded .Iinear
guide ways,ceramic bearing direct. drive
cutter spindle and digital drive with
optical couplings, For more information
contact. Jennifer Scherer, Sale &.
Marketing Administrator, Koepfer
America. L.L.C. at (847) '93~-41,21. by
fax at (847) 9314192.

CircleJQ3

TUR'N YOUR
"RElIII,IJ aElR~~

ARO,U'N',D'
WITH OUR COMPOSITE

,GEAR
ANf\LVZE

Al\lALYlED RESULTS:
TOTAL COMPOSITE VARlI\.TION
MAXIMUM TOOTH TO TOOTH
COMPOSITE VARIATION
TEST RADIUS
RUNOLJf

YOUR RED LINER NEVER

TOLD YOU THE COMPLETE STOffY

NOW YOU Will GET EVERY

DETAIl.

P'C~2'OCGA®
A Proven IDesign with Todays'

TechnologyOilpur,e Techno'iogies at IMTS
t IMTS in September, OilPure

Technologies. Inc., Kan as City.
Mi souri-Booth. C 2 - 537~will be ex-
hibiting products that emph ' Jze a proac-
tive approach to maintenance (If clean oil
in metalworking, The MB-50 oil purifier;
with eapaelty upw 50 gph, provides oil
purification that is customized lolh_ indi-
vidual application. Irs proprietmy chemical
fiJlr.Ilion process jesutts .in purified oil CIRCLE. 119'

PROFI,LE ENGINEERING INC.
100 River Street

Springfield .. VI OS I S6
802-885·9176

FaJ< 802-885-6559

IIEPTElillERJOCrOIiER III. 59



WANTED?
MORE ACCURACY
MORE EXPANSION

MORE VERSATILITY
LONGER LIFE
AND LESS COST?

TH'E ANSWER FOR 150 YEARS.

LeCOUNT,I!nc.
12I!JewiH Dr. • PO BOl 950 • WI1ile River Jet., VI 050011U.S.A.

Tel: (80011642J6713 or (8021' 296·2200 I, iFalC: (8021 296·16843 IE·mail: Ilecount@sover.net
Website: hHp:/lwww.sover.nettlecount/(inc~I.ud.esIProduct specifications)

ClRIMANC:E
GJI UIAL,ITY

AEROSPACE SPLINES

H,ELICAL SIHA_PING

CROWN SHA.PING

C:NIIC SIHAPING

F'AICE GEARS

GEA'R HOB,!BING

SPLINE IHc,BBINII3

KEYSEATING

CNC TURNING

CNC IMACHIINING

HIEL'I'CA'L IBR'OA'CHING

STIRAIGHT IBROAICHING

EXOTU::: A'L-LOY MACH'INI'N13

GEAR INSPECTION SE'RVICEB,

PROTOTYPE GEARS

WITHI FAST ICE'LIVERY

TO'OTH ,CUTTING ONLY
'C,OMPLETE TOI PR'INT

r:;,ONTACT us
F"CJRA, ,PROMPT

,fi]UDTATID'N.

YD'U'VE FOUND;'

THE

GEAR & SPL.INE

EXPERTS

60 Ge ... ", TECHNOLOGY

__ IPRODUCT NEWS: II
especialJly suited for clamping small
diameter workpieces, Their compact size
increases 1.001clearances arid reduces
strain on pindle bearings. The 360
degree rigid damping feature allows
increased machine peeds for bar feed
applications. These chucks are well suit-
ed for heavy roughing and drilling. They
are available in types 5C, 16C. 3J. 20C
and 25C. A threaded nose is standard on
all 5C chuck to provide srep chack
capability. For more information, con-
tact Lexair, Inc. at (606) 255-5001, or
by faxat (606) 255-6656.

Circle 30S

New Sonic Blower Model With
Automatic Belt Tensioner .Assemb'ly
Sonic Air System announces the

introduction of the Soni.c-70 arid Sonic-
100 blower model with automatic belt
tensioners for u e in critic-al and indu tri-
al parts and products drying. Sonic's new
automatic tensioning system eliminates
periodic belt maiotenance arid adjust-
ments and extends belt and blower
longevity. The design achieves linear belt
speeds up to 9200 fpm and loads up to 20
hp, The tensioning assemblyallows for
backside idling of Ute drive belt creating
more wrap around the blower pulley arid
reducing the overhung load on both the
blower and motor bearings. The result of
the increased wrap with lower load is a
reduction in the normal slip rate of the
previous drive system and a reduction in
operating temperatures of the belt, pul-

mailto:Ilecount@sover.net


____ IIPRODUCT NEWS __
Ieysand 'bearings. Aside from the elimi-
nation of regular maintenance, belt and
bearing life is increased over the manual
adjustment process. Replacement belts
can be installed in. less than five minutes,
a savings of 15-20 minutes over the
SAS-700 and SAS-W(lO blowers. For
more :information about Sonic's
advanced belt tensioner, contact Sonic
Air Systems. Inc. at (714) 870-2700. by
fax at (714) 870-'0100 or on the Internet
at www.SonicAirSystell1s.com.

Circle 30ti

Weiler ICo~porationAnnounces
Expanded Tiger Disc Linel

Weiler Corporation, an [SO 9001 cer-
tified manufacturer of industrial power
brushes, abrasives and maintenance
products, introduces their new, expanded
line of TIger Disc abrasi ve flap discs. The
broadened Tiger Disc o'ffering includes a
wide selection of abrasive flap discs to
help provide solutions for many diverse
applications. Included in this line is a
selection of specialty products, includ-
ing; BobCat. primarily used for grinding
and finishing curved and. irregulu sue-
faces; the standard' Tiger Disc which
offers a variety of styles andgrit sizes to
solve a wide range of surface finishing
applications; and introducing Weiler's
latest addition. the Econoline, designed
to produce a high cut rate at a value price.
For more information about Weiler's
expanded Tiger Disc abrasive flap disc
line. please contact your local Weiler dis-
tributor or contact Weiler Corporation at
(888) 600-5857 or on the Internet at
wwwweilereorp.com.

Cil'Cle 307

Tell Us WUt You T1li1llt.••
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please circle %16.

o
N

SEE US A1IMTS; B001H B1-6961 CIRCLE. 171

:> All tile ices you nud for gelr making

:> IiMI r."".".11
Hot products" Iewa, ceolg .. liIes, lively features

loI 01 tDtIay

:> The power transmission industry at the click. of a mouse

:> More than 250 top suppliers

:> Everything from actuators to wom gears

----~----------------------------- ------

http://www.SonicAirSystell1s.com.


SERVICE

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

• SHAVING CUl"I'ER .. _fG
·CIJSTOM

l?FAUTER-MAAG CUTTING ]lOOLS I

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950
LovesPark, IL 61132-2950

Phone (815) 877-8900
Fall (815) 877-0264

CIRCLE 1'49

HOB SIHARPENIN'G
SERVICE

Star Cutter Co.

• THIN FILM COATINGS
West Branch Industries

Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co,
2083 W, M-55, West Branch, M I 48601:

1-8118-Re sharp. 01-1188-737 -4.277

Phone: (5m 345.2865 • IFAX:(517) 345·5660

CIRCI.E 151

GEA!R TOOTH GRINDING
SpUl· Helicali

• Herringbone Iw;itllilgroo,vel
Capacity: D,p to 63"'I)1.ID.,

11ID.P., 111)'facel

MMA Certification I'nspection

Delivery to Meet Your Requirements

Rait.es-Line Classified: $35 per lice, 8 lines per inch, $270 minimum, Classified
Display (3" min.): lX-$620, 3X-$575, 6X.-$545, Additional per inch: lX-
$210, 3X--$200. 6X-$ 1900,Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or
design a classified ad at no extra charge, Paymenn FuU payment must accompany
classified ads. Send check or VisaIMasterCardlAmerican Express number and expi-
ration date to Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, ]I. 60009,
Agency Commission: No agency commission on classified ads. Mat.eriatls
Deadline: Ads must be received by the 20th of the month, two months prior to pub-
lication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified
advertisements at his discretion.
62 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

Midwest ,Gear Corp:.
2182 E..Aurora Rd.

Twinsburg, OH 44081
Phone 330-425-4419
Fax 330·425.:86001

IDi.reel your inquirieste
Ron IHumphrev, General Manager

CIRCLE 148

, ALILIED GEAR. 'COIMPANIY 'II

k4tidu~~u00
c?ut 100th fjuu tlJitl$todetJ

Spur and helical gears to 80" 0,0,
Bevel gears to 36" 0.0. and 11 '/z DP.
internal gears to 36' P,D. and 3 DP.
Worm gears to 48" 0,0. and 2 DP,

, Spmckets to :80' 0.0. and 2 1/2' pitch,
Spline, sha,ks to 120' long,
Crown shaving to 24' 0,0,
Gear tooth grinding to 24' 0,0, and 2 D,P.
Thread grinding: to 14' 0,0, and 4[1' long.
Internal and exrernalcylindrical grinding.

Ca'll for ,our broclllJlie
!Phone 713-281-8142. Fax 173-2S1-4120

Chicago,lL
CIRCLE 142

GEAR TOOTH
G,RI,NDiING SERV~CES

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear rnanuraeterars ara our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5' P.D" 3,5 O. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to. AGMA standards with

Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23 Dick Hoad Depew, NY 14043:

Phone 1116)' 684·38111
Fax (7161 684-77n

CIRCLE 1511

IHOB SHARP'ENING!
1(612.)'425-52,41'

HSS & Carbide up to 5" Dia.
Straight Gash,

Sharpened & Inspected
P,er AGMA STANIIDARDS

QuickfurnarDund

iKOR.OSHARPENING SERVICE
9530 - 85TH AVENUE NO.· MAPLE

GHOVE, MN 55369

CIRCLE 147
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SERVICE

FAST TURNAROUND
LOWPR1CES

HIGH ACCURACY
PROTOTYPE PROFI.lE DEVELOPMENT

:SU A'MERI:CA. INC ..
8175 Capital Ave., Oak. Park, MI48237

Ph: 2481548-7111 Fax: 248{548-4443
E·mail: usasu@concentric.net

AJ.;SO'.CAll US ABOUT
IHOB SIHARPENllNGi

CIRCLE 174

---------- -

HELP \\IANTED

HELP ''''ANTED

JOINI ,AMNNINGTEAMI 'WHERE PEOPLE
ARE.SHAPINGi TOMORROWS FUTURE lODAll
SUNDS1iRA,NDAEROS~ACE. a leading suppUer of
tecnno(ogy based asrespace components 8na"
systems, has an immediate opening for a person
who has .8, desire to work in a SItIl·Directed Work
Team E!!viroMlent

GEAR MACH1NISr
• Gear Shaping and Hobbing
• Reishauer and Kapp Gear Grinding:
• Broaching

Minimum Three Years Experie nee Required.

EXCELLENT BENEFITS PACKAGE INCLUDING
HEALTH .AND LIFE INSURANCE, VACATION, 40IK
WITH COMPANY MATCH, HOLIDAYS. PENSION,
WELlNESS CENTER AND 100% EDUCATIONAL
REIMBURSEMENT.
Interested candidates can obtain an application
wf1ich must be completed witl1 detailed salary hls-
tory, Submit completed applic anon and resume
by October 31.199810:

"SUNDSTRAND
,.'<.EROSPACB---

24801WHIlom ,AveRue, DI!!Ylr. CO 1102211
'Dut 01 Slate, inquiries clll ollr ml·in Guard 'Office
,at 3OJ.426..2800hu .lpplicatioll. All l\Ifil'lnl'tivl
Aclio!!. Eq!!" ,(Jpportunj1J Employet

IM.ANUFACTURE~RfS
REPRESENTATIVE

Progressive' Midwest aerospace/air·
craft gear mfg, seeking aggressive rep-
rasentatlon. Looking for representation
in the area of hardened and precision
ground gears, and gearshafts to AGMA
Class 1H5. I'f you are looking for the
opportunity to, re;present a ,q,uality con-
scious, progressive' 'company; look no
further!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Tifea ,Galliu& IGuar
Z9905 Andlony Drive
Wixo_ • WI 48393
(F iX)248=.ti24·1260

liT Research IflSlltule, ,lIllallonaily rec-
ognlzed conlrae! R&D organization, has.
an Imm&dla1.e,,openlngilor ,8 lI.1anufac·
lur1ng Engneer in Its 'CHICAGO loea·
lion.
Requirements lnelude bachelors de-
gree, In meChanical engineering, lndus.
Inal engineering, mlltallurgy or related
d!SCipllne (advanced degree preferred);
III leasl15 years relevant experience;

, knowledge 01 and experience w~ngov-
I emmern manufaeturilng technology pro-
- grams as well as government coolraCl-

(l1,gprocesses; demonstrated capability
to build programs; 'knowledge 01 pred.
sian gear Industry. Knowledge' 01 de-
tense nellcopter community a plus, 'Ex,
1J)!!lienced program manager with P/l re-
sponslblHly preferred,
Completebenellts package available
Includlng: fun tultlon reimbursement
Pleassforward resume along with sal-
ary 1l1story/raqulr·emenlst6: III Re-

l llar:tll Inltllute" Hum_In Resources,
Dapt. ME,10W.3Sth Slrll~iCIlJcI9o"
II!.'60616. E,mlll; Ilr·cllgoOIlI.rll.org.

I Equal opportunity/allirmalive actlon
employer. ~mjR~
IT RES,EA.RCHI IIINSTITUTE

HEAT TREATING I
- --- ----- -- -

Contour' Inductiion
Hardening Sipecialists

,SPUt,helical and bevel ge81'5
Our gear hardening equipment
incl'udes 3 NATCO submergedl
process machines and 4 AJAX
CNC-controlled ge.ar scanningl
machines. We can tonl to meet
any production need. Callllfor a
company brochure.

A.mericen Metal Treating Company
1043, East 62nd Street
Cleveland., OH 44UI3,

(216),43H1492
Fax: (216)43.1-1508

CIRCLE 144

Put it in the
Question & Answer

section on
The Gear Industry Home IPage'IfM.

One ef the hottest departments
on the GIHpTM is the 0. &..As,

Launch your question into
Gvberspae,e and let ,(out

peers answer it

SEPTEM'BEFl/OCTOBER 1en 63

mailto:usasu@concentric.net
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Back in the Good Old Days
-. -.. . ~~""--•..-~j.,-::;~1P~T~;-.:,...:-. ,-- _.."r~~~~ ...~~-.-......,-:--,--

--'- - -- - ~ ,~"- ~ -~, -' ~

(HI eme with us now to those thrililing days of yesteryear ...OK, this is not the Cisco IKid, but we do have a Ilittle, gamotor

I y,ou. Guess the year the follow,ing ,advertisements and excerpt were printed-they all appeaired linl a sing'leissue af

Machinery Magazine. Fax us at 1847)437-661;8 or e-mail peopie@geanechn%gy.com with your answer and if you are

the first to, guess the year we'll print your name in the next Addendum and declare yOU!the winner.

On Advertising:
Seeing the Market Whole

"We have been looking over the
mechanical world with the sales manag-
er, noting that (1) the modem market for
shop equipment is universal, and is
rapidly increasing in volume and extent;
(2) that customers are found in indus-
tries of almost every description; (3)
that the buyers are not office men, but
practical shop men who originate the
orders and specify makes and brands as
well as sizes wanted.

"Fortunate the sales manager who
has the gift to visualize this boundless
field, its unlimited possibilities, its man-
ifold, increasing opportunities, itsdefi-
nite objectives. If he sees it all, his
advertising plans will show it, his copy
will demonstrate it. If he finds inspira-
tion in so vast a market, there will be
intelligence, method, conviction, force,
and possibly power, in his advertising.
His copy is read not only in America,
but in Europe, Asia, Japan, China,
India, Australia, New Zealand, Africa,
South America .. It is read wherever the
wheels of industry revolve. It is read for
business,

"American metal-working tools
admittedly lead the world, and descrip-
tions of them are eagerly read and stud-
ied by engineers everywhere. How anx-
ious the sales ,nanager should be to see
that these intelligent, interested, respon-
sible men are fully and accurately

informed about the tools which it is his
mission to market.

"The sales manager who sees with
his mind's eye the engineering world of
readers will endeavor earnestly to make
every advertisement convey some defi-
nite data, idea or suggestion. To do less
than this is to trifle with serious busi-
ness and real opportunities. Ask any
foreign dealer representing American
tools for his opinion of the value of good
copy in reaching the foreign engineer,
interesting him, arousing his curiosity.

"The modern advertising method
developed by Machinery, which shows
the machine demonstrating high effi-
ciency under actual shop conditions,
makes a lasting impression on an engi-
neer no matter where he is, He sees the
tool doing the work and reads the
authentic figures of production, He, too,
wants results, and his competitors want
them .. Once he knows the best he is not
likely to be satisfied with anything tess.
Advertising copy carefully planned to
definitely and specifically inform the
engineering reader, and persistently
carried on month after month and year
after year, builds a granite foundation
under a business .. In time this is called
Good Will, and sometimes it is the most
valuable asset that a business retains."

Thanks to Roland Ramberg of The Gear
Works-Seattle, Inc. for letting us raid
his library.

Did youguess1 Did these machines and that bit 'of sage a.dvertising wisdom
appear in 19110, 1925, or somewhere in between? Ilf you think you know, fax 'or e-mail
us by September 30, 1998 and maybe your answer wil!lappear in the next Addendum.
Also,. if you or someone you know owns a,working machine frem this Ipe.riod, let us
know. If so, we ma,y work. up a story on iUor The' 'Gear lndU!stry Home Page.
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140,000 GClln in Stock
for Immediate Delivery
~ ,~ !KII md!!41 QYl" .IMp ~ gj t'il!Ioft
WIR'. RIi:U, buMi ,f'no'" CbI.!JlI. H.IJ,l a.rUlJl-,.
Um!'ortlll Idn Car G.ui:U,

o.r llil _Ill .. _ ..... .,...,.ft r.I ' UfIO 01._ .J &o.d o.n

NEWAR
MACHINES FOIt I

Smooth Running I

Gears






